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SATURDAY NIGHT

Celebrity sports auction raises more than $100,000

This Saturday from 10:00 p.m.-midnight enjoy live music at the

Lost Coast Brewery with GRAVY BOAT JOYRIDE.
Something new and exciting for Saturday night
Be there early to get the best seats!
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And you're only 10 minutes away!
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Enjoy Downtown Brown® &
Alleycat Amber® Ale On-Tap at The Depot.
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1996 Gold Medal from the Beverage Tasting institute
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Prop 203 to give HSU big bucks
won

tall among the redwoods

California Proposition 203, the

$3 billion bond act passed March
26, will give HSU the money

needed to complete a variety of
construction projects and infra-

million will go toward finalizing
plans to improve Mbetemenaicetions lines.
Another $16.9 million for the
proposed Behavioral and Social
Sciences building still needs to be
approved. Blueprints for both the
new building and the Wildlife addition are 90 percent complete,
said Ken Combs, directorof physical services.
Preliminary plans and working
drawings for seismic u
es to
the Field House, West Gym and

Van Duzer Theatre will total

$367,000 over the next two years.
Construction of upgrades to the

Services to review the current
weapon storage
on campus

and temporarily

eliminate the

dents wishing to store weapons,”
Associate Director of Housing

eight
“We have no leads so far, but
the i
is a continuing

process,”

“acl

pec

wearelookingat fingerprints,
mark entry and the time of the

John Capaccio
said. “By signing

the registration
agree only that the university
is not
responsible
for loss or damage to
the items being stored.”
“UPD and Housing
and Dining
Services
are in the process of reviewing the weapon storage policy
and a decision
will probably be

revised e

Combs, work on the addition will
last 18 months, in which case the

to the Wildlife building. Also, $1.2

UPD and Housing and Dining

which case the design would be

receive $13.8 million, $10.7 mil-

lion of which will go toward renovating, equipping and adding on

crime to help in our investigation,
it is evident
that a tool or
tools were used in the theft.”
The weapon storage policy allows students to store weapons in
the gun locker by filling out a registration form, on which the gun
being stored is indicated.
“No check is ever run on stu-

addition will shade the dome, in

versity Relations office reports.

In the next two years, HSU will

Thefts force policy revue

greenhouse
dome, Combs said.
The study will determine
if the

“If
works right, construction will
begin in January
1997,” Combs said. According to

structure improvements, the Uni-

A Recent firearm’s theft from
the student
gun locker
has caused

The Wildlife
addition is contin-

gent on a shading study on the

{ The propoesd $16.9 milion Behavioral and Social

@y Rick Latham

3

Field House will be completed in
the 1997-98 school year for $1.6

million. No money has been allo-

cated yet for construction of the
other upgrades.

building would be ready for the
fall semester in 1998.
The CSU chancellor’s
office still
needs to approve the $16.9 million for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences building at 16th and
Union streets, but Combs said he

is “confident that it will go
through.” Construction is tentatively planned to begin 1998.
At$16.9 million, the new build-

ing would be the largest project in
HSU’s history and at six stories, it

would be the tallest building in
Arcata, Combs said. At 84,000

square feet, it would be half the
size of the library and the largest
instructional building on campus.
In addition to classrooms, the

building will have 92 faculty offices, three lecture halls, apsychology clinic and a museum for Na-

See Prop. 203, page 7

reached during the summer,”
Sousa said. “We are offering
weapon and ammunition storage
until the end of the semester, while
we wait for the weapon policy to be
reviewed.”

Sousa said UPD has offered this
alternative in the past for students
wishing to safely store their weapo ns.

“Storing
weapons at our facility
is more secure and the
are

less likely to be stolen,” he said.
“That is why we recommend
stor-

ing the storage of

oncam-

pus can contact UPD at 826-3456

or Housing and Dining Services at
826-3451.

Daeg
rial and three growing lights.
Gutierrezand

were taken

to Humboldt County Jail with bail
eee . Both were released
on
own recognizance.
Both pleaded innocent
at their

a

a

a lage
hearing
for then wih be

bad aps
Gutierres nor Willey
were available
for comment.
Harold Arres, 19, forestry major and Sunset Hall resident was
—
March 29 and

groms ofhaloogenie
mah

Joua Thao plays traditiona
onan instrument
Hmong
l music
resembling a flute. Thao was one of about 100 people to
celebrate the Seventh Southeast Asian Cultural Evening
Saturday
at Founders Hell.
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The Humboldt Calypso Band,

2ist century

directed by Eugene Novotney,
will
perform a benefit dance for the

‘vision’ series
continues

HSU Children’s Center Friday,
April 12 at Celebration
Hall, 16th
and L streets in Arcata.

Jerry Mander, co-founder of the
International
Forum
on
Globalization and author of “In
the Absence of the Sacred,” will
lecture tomorrow at Humboldt
State.
Hislecture, “Technology, Ecol-

The Children’s
Center provides
low-cost day care and an educational program for toddlers and
preschoolers of HSU students
primarily.

The performance is from 9 p.m.
to midnight and tickets are $4 at
the door. For more information

ogy, Culture and Society,” is presented as part of the university's
“Visions of the 21st Century” se-

call 826-3838.

ries.

Academy beginning
another spring term

The lecture is free and at the
Kate Buchanan Room at 2 p.m.

HSU’s Children’s Art

HSU’s Children’s Art Academy
is begining its spring term Saturday, April 13, continuing
each Saturday through June 8. Classes are
limited to ages 5 to15 and are lim-

Free Internet, local
resources demo to

happen tomorrow
Tomorrow, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

ited in size.

in Founders
Hall room 118,
a free

Tuition is $85 which covers all
supplies and registration. Enroll-

over the Internet and local electronic resources for those interested in humanities and entertainment.
ie
Important web sites will be
viewed and each participant will
be provided with an annotated
list
of Internet addresses.
Seating and handouts available

mentis first come, first served. New

ona

call 826-3819.

first-come, first served basis.

students are welcome.
An “Art for Youth” series is offered to ages 14 and 15 the same

and the fee is $100.
Work from last fall’s students
are being exhibited at the Hum-

boldt County Library through
April 18. For more information

Aarons:
TERRE

Free

Delivery

Terennan,
TaTRen

an

Ome

sent ome,

or To Go

Mee

“hececcccadscccnccgceccancccaacaccannagecscead

demonstration will be provided

TODD WUCETICH
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Gao Thao watches her father play a traditional Hmong flute at the Seventh Southeast Asian

Cultural Evening Saturday at the Green and Gold Room In Founders Hall. The event featured

traditional Southeast Asian poetry, dancing, food and singing. Sponsored by the Refugee
Extension Programwhich is part of HSU's Youth Educational Services Program, the festival
brought students and community members together to experience this unique part of
Humboldt County culture. This year teh event attracted about 100 people.

& Ap id een
an unleashed
on
UC
prompted
a citatio ee
e A citizen concerned about

Saturday
night, a transient was
banned from campus for a week.
en
storing food in an Art department

way out of the store, only to return
an hour later inside a backpack as
another sweatshirt attempted the

journey.
It was unsuccessful.
Another student applied the
five-finger
discount to two packs
of cigarettes on Monday. The
$4.94 value was reclaimed,
again
thanks to security cameras.

locker. Monday afternoon the
transient
was taken into
when an officer on foot patrol
observed
him in Nelson Hall East.
¢ About 12:30 a.m. Sunday a
Hall and slated for destruction.
© Miscellaneous
parts were seen

missing from bikes in the Sunset

¢ The odor of marijuana

nating from a Redwood Hall room

Tuesday afternoon
brought a notice to
in court for one student.
visitors
were banned

A Living Group Advisor re-

rted an ae restaurant
booth” sitting in the Redwood/
Sunset Hall fire lane Sunday

evening. The booth’s owners, in
Cypress Hall, were notified and

tified by the HSUcashier's
office

said they would dispose of it.

on Tuesday.
The U.S. Treasury
said the bill is one known to be

cement canvas in the UC Quad

i

ficer and informed
of the parking
¢ Two transients
were cited for
sleeping on campus Tuesday
morning,
under a stairwell in Ce-

ing in the bay area.
e A boom box reported
stolen

from the Art
photography lab last week was reported

safe and sound Thursday. It had

been taken by an instructor
for safe

¢ Chalk artists working with a

Monday afternoon promised to
return and clean up their handiwork.
Compiled by Andrew I. Jones

Sign up for JN 120 in the Fall and
write for The Lumberjack in the

Spring

Lovers' Boutique
9th & G - on the Plaza

Featuring products
carefully selected to
appeal to a wide
variety of erotic
interests.

Lingerie, Erotic Toys,
Books, Videos,
& Games
Woman owned, relationship
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822-2066 Mon.¢ Sat. 10- 7 ¢ Sun. 12-§
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Just call Janet at our ad department
at 826-3259 and ask about our lowlow subscription rates.

822-5991
Walk-ins Welcome

Early Momings& Evenings by Appointment

Valley West Shopping Center
(Guintoll Lane Exit)
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1618 G Se, Arcata ¢ 822-8712
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Yoga relieves pressure for some students
lic, but had many troubles with the faith.

By John Conzemius

“A lot of the things (the church) said were
sins I didn’t think so,” he said.

PRODUCTION MANAGER

He said he started meditating in his teens

If you notice people sitting in bizarre po-

while he was living in Los Angeles, and that
in the Bhakti yoga sessions

sitions
or hear strange chantings somewhere

on campus, don"t worry — it's probably just
the Bhakti or Hatha Yoga clubs.
Art sophomore Kalindi Kleinberg serves
as president of both yoga clubs, in addition
to teaching a yoga class for the physical
education department.

rasidietl tn Yredd good eneae™ and was

“kind of uplifting.” Despite this, he said he

would not convert to Krishna Conscious-

ness.

“It’s possible to become really fanati-

According to Kleinberg, practicing yoga

“controls the
mind
ab-

cal,” he said. Kafital said Krishna

Consciousness’s
insistence on

a

sorbed
in
sense
objects, which

“Let us offer oura respect to the noblest = members
toally surrenOf sages Patanjali, who gave yoga for = —deringtoaman

sense ob-

medicine for protection of health. Where

‘ays “is the
cause of libae

there is yoga, there is prosperity and
bliss— with freedom, "

i
;
bomdere
— serenity‘ and sanctity: of mind,
grammar — “Goaid repre.b
Being de- for clarity and purity of speech and
ee
ects,

she

-

.

Bhakti
yoga, which

INVOCATION TO PATANJAL!

has no regu-

draws two or three

The Hatha
Yoga Club is
ae

= thanthe Bhakti
Club, drawing

approximately

lar members

but usually

uncomfort-

able.

pds

15 stu-

ts.

participants weekly, is

Unlike the Bhakti Yoga Club, Hatha yoga

primarily a devotional service. By definition, it means “to link to the supreme lord
through devotional service.”

primarily involves postures allegedly allowinga participant more “focus” and
includes only one chant, recited at the beof each session:
“Letus offer our respect to the noblest of

Kleinberg said itis the highest perfectional

stageof Bhakti yoga, and is characterizedby
chanting and reading
from A.C.

Bhaktivedanta Swami
“B
-Gita As It Is.”
Unlike

’s book

many other forms of yoga, includ-

ing Karma- Sameer:

pant yoga,

y a practice of

Bhakti Yoga Club member and inter-disciplinary studies senior David Kafital said
he joined the club last semester because he

was interested in
ics and getting
answers which “may or may not be answerable.”
The 49-year-old
said he was raised Catho-

and purity of speech and medicine for protection ofhealth. Where thereis yoga, there

PHOTO

COURTESY

OF KALIND! KLEINBERG

Members of the Hatha Yoga Club achieve inward focus while assuming the
Utthita Trikonasana, or “triangle,” pose. The pose is one of several practiced

is prosperity
and bliss with freedom.”
said she learned the method

by the club, including “downward facing dog” and “corpse” poses.

used
in Hatha Yoga when she was 11 or 12,

Padsana
or “mountain” pose. The last pose

and conducts the
lies primarily to help
students deal with stress and the pressures

of school.
Poses taught in

*s Hatha club

include the Adho Mukha Sbanasana, or

“downward
facing dog” pose, the Utthita
Trikonasana, or “triangle” pose and the

practiced in each session i Stingly called
the Savasana,
or “corpse” pose.
Kleinberg
said practicing the yoga pos-

tures “allows the mind to at be on
spiritual things” while exercising
the
and is “meditation in action.”
_—
Hatha Yoga Club member Bonnie

Crawford said she joined the club with
friends
last semester.
“It’s really relaxing.
It teaches you to focus inward and relieves stress,” she said.

The Bhakti Yoga Club meets Tuesdays
in Nelson Hall East 102 at 8 p.m. The
Hatha Yoga Club meets Fridays in Forbes
125 at 7 p.m.
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last jack
for arraignment at The Lumber
_beenscheduled

© Continued from page1

press time. Neither student could anundercoverinvestigatoroncam-

pus was his idea.
d
for comment.
environ- be reache
18, en,
Wendi Raifais
HSU has taken disciplinary acbooked into
were nts
and resi- The stude
major ces
mental resour
oldt
dent of Redwood Hall, was ar- Humb
County
Jail on $25,000 tion against the students
Under .the

coe

pics

adage

gramsof marijuana
to an
cover officer

bail and released on their own re-

under-

Erin Schwafel, 23, chemistry

major and Sunset Hall resident,

was arrested March 28, for the
sale of nine “hits” of LSD to an
undercover officer.

FT

eee

cognizance.
vacy
could
not say what
UPD Police Chief Robert Fos- action was taken except to say “ap-

ter told The Lumberjack
last week _ propriate action has been taken” in

that combatingillegaldrugactivity

with such
andthecrimesassociated
activities are a priority for HSU.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice

five of the six cases, said Randi

i
Thesixth
caseis still pending, she

said.

He’s no
Houdini.
The great escape artist Harry Houdini vowed that his greatest feat would be to rise from the grave.
He didn't deliver. But someone else did. That man claimed to be the God who created the
universe. And said he would die and then bodily rise from the dead to prove he was God.
Jesus Christ’s resurrection from the dead distinguishes him from all other religious leaders.
For the free article Beyond Blind Faith, which talks about this remarkable person and
his relevance for your life, ask one of us or call 1-800-236-9238.
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Stepson of accused killer files wrongful death suit
names

eee

Erato a

rere ss

ho

Larry Angelel

and two of his

daughters as liable

for his mother’s
death.

who was arrested
Feb. 20

sppear. tbeliev
+’

states Larry

caused the

mother

te.

17.

Michael

te

ie Sean

that he was experiencing great difficulty with

a

eer

cee nndrt *
a

a

anger, frustration and hostility, and thathe was
erty. Larry
verball
very abusive ytoward Lonna Angelel
right up to reated
10 days
meday before her disappearance.”

Angelel also

MICHAEL ANGELEL

son of Lonna Rae Angelel

Fane

oO

ee

the divorce, that he was expressing a great deal of

seiertaeramet, Stine
In the lawsuit filed March 20

reahprdagrener

sieaiiiania.-tiih tilkin tits

= % dx

has fileda wrongful death
suit tion,
for the murder of his estranged

Ps

Michael Angelel

op to

Angele!
wt,

against Professor
Larry Allen

pag Serer

ge

ance

Teresa Milis
ee

“or the events occurring immedi-

Mae

the

Humboldt

County Jail.

Larry Angelel is now the
subject
of both a criminal
investigation
and a civil law
suit.

one

no wnt pp ed Sey
a Sete
was

defendants

contribute
to the death d”
of the

claimed
to have

in-

ofthe

twobeers
Dec. 17, 1995”
while
on

cudadtodnenntl rear
Michael
statesin the suit maeeut chute
education professor. that MichelleBeKagele
Geo isone ment on the lawsuit GbChiee

umeee
vameiaiahes
tha een
ates
it

ee

oe

He said he’s had to seek coun-

seling because of his mother’s

also said
death. Michael
that he had to pay
funeral and
burial
\
Larry Angelel’s attorney Bill
Bragg said the civil suit won't have
any affect on the criminal
case.
His preliminary hearing is
scheduled
for June 11. Bragg said
he’s waiting for more evidence.

It’s not quittin’ time

Lower wood chip prices
to keep L-P mill running
@ Despite
new

chip. mem

and pulp prices, L-P

have been stockpiling
wood chips

and would have todisposeofthem

officials are unsure
lon

how

step,

the plant. L-P officials said
down

amount of time they expect operato continue.
tions
are aware that we can
“Workers
ae spokesman
ee

help L-Pandsavesomejobsonthe

maximum ofa two-week notice.”

“This is a cooperative

SS

Bi

effortto

eo

they will not lay off work-

“Workers are aware that we can
Close at any time. We're talking a

ere.atthe Samoa pulp milli
Workers were warned

maximum of a two-week notice.

mill would have to
thatthe

:

would

BILLWINDES

reduced. The pulp mill has

L-P spokesman

been losing money this year
due to plummeting

prices.

pe

sawmill operators
aged rope ps

wood chips, the rawmate-

dee Pais
Ce maine

said. "We're talking a

es

mill gets
The Samoa

pany officials announced

:

o

approximately $1 million to shut

pay to dispose of them.
Pacific Lumber Co. isoneofthe
———
companies involved in the negoa
200 Louisiana-Pacific _ tiation.
Morethan
. employees can expectat least

=>]

te work cost

at least break even and not have to _of time, but declined to specify the

Jason Steele
a

2]

coheed

as solid waste if they failed to sell it makes sense for the company to
will now operate at a loss for a short period
them. Sawmill operators

ti
9 Operations

will continue.

one

stele.

"This is 0 cooperative efforttohelp
L-P and save some jobs on the

duced to 12 centsapound,
down from $2 cents a pound last
April.

L-P and PL officials refused to

the negotiated priceof
disclose

Sawmill operators are also ben-

and

Seldon Lumber

= ins Meh? sai

Times
inthe
Windes said paper
hoarded

MARY BULLWINKEL
PL spokeswoman

Pulp prices have been re-

Sawmills

pulp prices
expecting

to do this.”
we will continue
Yong

in business this month.

ucts, Sierra
ogg ung
pete

Se

We don’t know how
Northcoast.

mill to reduce costs and stay

Reim)Lance. 9
Prod
Blue Lake Forest

year

—t0 rise, which did not

happen. This trendleft

L-P with with a large

Northcoast,” PL spokeswoman
Mary Bullwinkel said. “We don’t

supply of unsold pulp
— at least a three-month inventory.

do this.”

below cost and is losing money,

knowhowlongwewillcontinueto

The decision to stay in opera-

tion was reached after company

pulp
§ Themillhasbeensellingits
Windes said.

me

@ Michael Angele!

wee

10
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Eureka historical museum re-opens after repairs to roof
@ December rains caused museum to close

due to leaky roof. Museum's exhibits remain
unharmed, but walls still in need of repair.

Byte cook

Clarke Memorial Museum re-

eral emergency funding through

opened its doors Saturday after
closing down February for roof
repairs caused by December

the city of Eureka, but has not yet

storms.

museum is still accepting bids from

The museum has been closed
the last two winters because of

contractors is the area. But the
museum’s board of directors will
not make a decision until its next

received notice of awarded funds.

As far as repairs to the walls, the

damage from strong rains.
Water
fromthe
rainstorm
collected on

meeting in
May.

wall. Asaresult,
the

“The museum is full of
Humboldt County's history.
We're really sensitive to the
interests of the people in the
community.”

paint on the

KAAREN BEAVER-BUFFINGTON

top of the
roof causing
water
to
draindowna

pipe in the

walls
cracked.
Claudia Israel, museum curator and direc-

None of
the walls dis-

playing art
were

dam-

“The
museum is
full
of Humboldt

assistant curator

County's
history.
We're really
sensitive to

the interests of the people in the
community,” said Kaaren BeaverBuffington, assistant curator.
The building was constructed
in 1911-12
by Albert Pissis of San

tor, said she believes
an earthquake
shook the roof loose and caused
the initial leak.
The new roof cost $16,000, but

museum curators and directors
hope relief from Federal Emergency Management Agency will
help out with the costs. Israel said
the museum has applied for fed-

Francisco and housed the Bank of
Eureka until 1960, when Cecile

Clarke, a Eureka high school
teacher, founded the museum.
The

museum was

named a National

Historical Landmark in 1978 by
the U.S. Department of Interior
Heritage Conservation and Recre-

ation Service.
The museum’s interior is filled
with high arches, pilasters and a
large stained-glass skylight. The
museum has art showing the heritage of Humboldt County which
includes photography, movies,
music, baskets woven by local

tribes and a phonograph from
1910.

YOU CAN STILL BE A
Ae. the,

f

Mis, |

r

att 4

he base

Clarke opened the museum be-

cause she wanted a place to display
her collections.
The museum contains many of Clarke’s collections

including rocks and gems and sea
shells from all over the world.

CANDIDATE
on the
A.S. Election

ballot!

Deadline
for write-ins is Friday, April 18
COME

BY THE A.S. IN THE U.C SOUTH

The museum has a tradition of
giving tours to school children,
Isreal said.
“The children get a sense of
history through alocal association.
We place what's happening in
Humboldt
County in a larger context. It helps give them a sense of
place and belonging,”
Israel said.

of the
Visitors gather to look at photos
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PAUL RICHARD KING, O.D.
OPTOMETRIST
© immediate

4B

Eye Exams

© One Day Service
Available

© Custom Work

© Emergency
Service

© All Prescriptions Filled

© Lab on Premises

@ 826-7194
1731 G St., Arcata

* Next to Subway

PRESENTS

lat

é

erie, BERT ScAE cecvcume =
SUN. APRIL

14th

At Celebration Hall
(located at the corner of 16th and L)
E } turk
: leacal
oe
‘

2:00 BURKE SELBST
2:45 ARTE BROWN
3:45 COMPOST MOUNTAIN BOYS
5:00 SARA! MANIIGERS DONALDBARRY
6:00 LINCOLN WACHTEL

aang tered ton na toren Peer
6:30

MIKE CRAIGHEAD

$5.00-$ 10.00

ea tang anaes

Presents ®

DINGS

@@

SUNDAY,
APRIL 21, 2-5 PM

$5.00

FOOD SAMPLES
RECEPTIONS
@ CAKES @ DRESSES @
RINGS ® MUSIC
MENUS @ BOUQUETS & HONEYMOONS @ VIDEO
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS
@ INFORMAL MODELING
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ae | | BBud - Proctitioner of Tattoo Artisiry - .

a minimum of 6 sources that you are
qualified to apply for or your money back.
i

Don’t delay... get the money for education which

f

for an application.

|

i

you don’t have to pay back. Call or write ustoday

|

UMAR & ASSOCIATES

|

f

24650 Diamond Ridge, Hayward, CA 94544

a

Now

Open...

7:00

a.m.

Fri.

&

Sat.

Everyday
'til

3% Organic Espresso
& Local Foods
=

—

%* Fresh Juices & Smoothies

YW

YN

%* Catering & Take Out
%* Vegan & Vegetarian
Meals

yi

plaza
grill
Soe . 17

Northtown Between G & H.
768 18th St. « Arcata ¢ 826-7543

1126 6th Street
Eureka, CA 95501

Days

Full Bar - Fine Wines

(707)442-6080

Join us for Happy Hour!

Monday-Friday5 - 7pm

Wednesday Night
Guinness Night 7-1)pm
$7.00 pitchers & $2.50 pints

RAVEL
ADVANTAGE

Thersday Night
Morgorite Night 7-1 1pm
Jose Cuervo Morgorites
$2.50

Seterdey Night
Heppy Hour 9-llpm

In Historic Jocoby’s Storehouse
On the Plasa - Arcata - 826-0860

Want

p.m

9:00

to be a part of The

Your local newly appointed ticketing office for

CIEE/Student
youth and teacher discounted

airfares throughout the world

Council on International Educational Exchange
since 1947, serving students and Educators

Lumberjack?

Register for JN 120 for Fall

and write for The Jack in the
Spring
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State employees protest elimination of area offices
a Labor union leaders, members oppose
Wilson administration’s plan to convert
state agencies to private leadership.
Mark Winner

Are

~ Caltrans ‘in Eureka have been
moved to larger cities such as San

ne

members of the Cali-

Francisco
and Sacramento.

James Smith, labor relations
rep-

resentative with the CSEA, said of

100 jobs
jobs
in state
a

ficesin front ofthe re
courthouse

of-

about 1,200 state governmentjobs
in Humboldt

and Del Norte

in

counties that
“well over 100

cies
at

~

t...it’s
not a new idea. It
has failed
state after
state...and
the problem
is it’s not more cost

effective.”
YOLANDA

SOLARI

president
of CSEA

this point.

the trend continues...we

could

easily

lose several
hundred
more.”
Yolanda
Solari,
president of the
130,000-member union, said
she is afraid of

the

impact

these office closures will have on residents
of the

new budget plans drawn up
Wilson administration. The
of the Department of Motor Vehicles Driver Safety Office, Department of Consumer Affairs and

moved, but that some of the

cies are going to be

by

the Wilson administration. The

PTE

crue

rentcennran;

Wilson administration is scheduled to announce a plan to
privatize many state agencies on

Kpeil 15.
15

“We'rehere
to speak outagainst
the privatization plans. We're opit ...it’s not a new idea. It

has

state after state ...and the

problemis
it’s not more cost effective. You may get a low bid but
ultimately
the cost rises and the

See Privitization, page 15

Student Board Members
For 2 - Year Terms

tors

Beginning 1996-97
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LOSE-OUT SALE
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Here's your opportunity to
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area and on state taxpayers.
She

NETTGR

California State Employees Association officials (from left) Perry Kenny, James Smith and
Yolanda Solari express their anger about Gov. Wilson’s proposal to close state agency offices.
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STUDENTS
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ACTION!!

Apply for a seat on the University Center Board of Directors
Seats are available for 2-year terms beginning 1996-97
Letters of Application should be addressed to:
Mark Patla
Director's Office

University Center
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Showing

Episodes

* "A Stop at Willoughby"
° "Rip Van Winkle Caper"
Free! - Refreshments Provided

Friday, April 12

8:30 p.m.
Science B, Room 145
HSU
Sponsored
by Bible Studio
am the New and OL Telanente

ene

When you advertise in

sd
SINGO

&

| The Lumberjack

CASINO

ANYTHING

UU

Call the

Mini Storage
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies

eSgeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access

eEvery Space Alarmed

180 F Street * Arcata ¢ CA |
822-2200

|
;

is possible!

Privatization
¢ continued
from page 13
taxpayer
more money and gets less

of the PUC. He said they lost the certifica-

ee

for four months.

having to deal with the San Francisco office

service,”
said. “Who was the astro- tion indicating he had paid his insurance
naut who said just before liftoff that he was__and left him without a legal license to haul
eee

“Ihave

but good to say
about
this branch

omeenee

“We made a major effort to not

civil service div

have him elected this last time. We

erry Kenny.

ass

theunion,sidin f - Supported
a different person. We

where pea, _ lost that effort. We're paying a
- tization has oc-

curred, the pri-

price for that, | think.”

ertaraan

readoter

wo
=

reby public

employees.

“He also ques-

Walker

“Th

the extra mileto

ke cae ofyour
po hd

PERRY KENNY

my insurance. |
Py

my license

CSEA civil service director

fees. I! should be

.
— “Local service for local problems IS

people at the local office know

wineei

him and can deal
the way | phrase 5it. When people = vithhisproblems

ened
‘he
we
call
these
1-800
numbers
son adminisometimes they get through and

ae
ate
he has always

privatization

sometimes they don't. Sometimes

care of his busi-

majorefiorttonot

answered and sometimes they

stration’s

4

:

n

PicWe made a people get their questions

cis lattime,”
penis. “We

supported a dif-

ferent person.
We lost that effort. We're paying a price for

don't.”

able to

aw
ye

ge

who works at the
ROBERTLONG _ local
PUC office,

Eureka public utilities commission worker

that, I think.”

¢choed the views

of the crowd.
“Local service
for local problems is de wep i
phrase

it,”

he

4x8 sheets of Gatorboard
(1/2" foam board)
And unique custom matte

cutting.

SRL WSS

for the artist & photographer.

et

inexpensive shadow
boxes & photo frames,
and all related materials

SS). SRE

|

.

Sean Walsh, presssecretaryforGov. Wil- said. “When people call these 1-800 numson, was unavailable
for comment regard- _ bers sometimes
they get
and someing the privatization plan.
times they don’t. Sometimes people get their
State offices which are moving can be questions answered and sometimes they
reachedby 1-800 phone numbers
and many don’t. You get people working who are just
protesters had horror stories about dealing temporary helpers ...and temporary helper
"bh Walerokoles i
oe phone.
in San Francisco is not likea full time employee at home. You're frustration
level just
im thi
week
a builds up.”

HEATHER

PARKERY

CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

James Smith, CSEA labor relations representative, and Perry Kenny, CSEA civil
service director, protest the
of state agency offices with 1-800
service numbers. More than 100 of the 1,200 state employees in Humboldt and
Del Norte counties have already lost their jobs due to office closure.

et

the lowest bidder. We have the

nn

el

was

16
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Course Number

Title

Units

Dates

Instructor

Fees

Champeny

$330

MSF

ANTH 104

Cultural Anthropology

ANTH 302

3

$/28-6/21

= Anthropology of Religions

3

—s- $/28-6/21

Smith

$330

3

=: 722-8/16—s

Klein

$330

3

3

722-8/16

+Champeny

$330

ART 340

Intermediate Drawing

GA4-T/19 ~ LaPlant

_—_Diigital Imaging

3

G24-7/19

LaPlam

$390

$390

$15

ART 342

Macintosh Basics

3

- 63-629

Sato

$390

$15

ART 342 .
ART 358
BA 410

Macintosh Basics
Ast Structure
International Business Mgmt

3
3
3

1-727
= $728-6/21
= $/28-6/21

Sato
Berke
+ Mortazavi

$390
$390
$330

$15

3

5728-6721

Brusca

$360

ANTH 303

ANTH 306

Human Biology and Evolution

= Japan

ART 105B —_ Beginning Drawing
ART 321

BIOL 104

BIOL 104L

= General Biology

General Biology Lab

3

G/2A-7/19

BIOL 105

Principles of Biology

4

$5/8-71S

BIOL 306
BIOL 330

California Natural History
Principles of Ecology

3
3

= $/28-6/21
722-8/16

BIOL 105L

Principles of Biology Lab

BIOL 330L
BIOL 330L

Jenner

Brusca

Ecology Lab
Ecology Lab

BIOL 340

Genetics

BIOL 340L
CHEM 050
CHEM 109

Genetics Discussion
—_—Preparation for Chemistry
General Chemistry

$470

Walker
Dunk

$330
$360

Dunk
Dunk
4

1R%-8/16

Bowes

$460

2
5

5/28-715
5f8-7/5

Bowes
Codispoti
Golden

$220
$610

1
1

64-6720
@3-6/19

GQ4-7/19

Jenner

$390

3
3

= $728-6/21_—
G24-7/19

Benz
Gamer

$330
$330

ENGL 205 _Beg. Creative Writing
ENGL 417 Second Language Acquisition

3
3.

4
3

= 7R-8/16
= $28-7/5_

=: Duckart
Knowles

ENGL 435
ES 105
105
ES 308
ES 330
352
ES 480 .
ES 480
FIN 310
FOR 302

Issues in ESL/EFL
Cultural Minorities in the U.S.
Cultural Minorities in the U.S.
Multicultural Perspctve ia Am Soc
Ethnic Women in America
Dyn of Afr-Am Culture & Fam
Issues in African Amer.Lang&Ed
Black Experience Through Film
Introductory Finance
Forest Ecosystems & People

FOR 302 —_—_—Forest Ecosystems
& People

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3s
3

3

= 6/24-7/19
=: $/28-7/5 +=
=—s--'722-8/16 +
«= 7R-8/16 =
= $/28-7/5 =
= $/28-7/5 +
G6/1-6/23
= 78-8/16 =
$/28-621 =
= $/728-7/5_——

HED 400
HED 400

Sibley

Sound Mind/ Sound Body
Sound Mind/ Sound Body

$330

HED 705

3 = $728-6/21
30s
« §728-6/21

School Health Programs

Stull
Swill

$330
$330

3

Nelson/Davis

CHEM 109L

General Chemistry Lab

CIS 176
CIS 176

Intro to Internet
Intro to Internet

CS 483

ENGL 100
ENGL 100

Digital Imaging

_—First Year Read & Comp
_—_First Year Read & Comp

ENGL 101
ENGL 105

Critical Writing
Intro to Literature

HIST 110
HIST 111
HIST 312
HIST 391
HIST 499
MATH 042
MATH 044
MATH 044
MATH 103
MATH 107Y
MATH 107Z
MATH 108
MATH 115
MATH 115
MATH 115
MATH 222
MUS 104
PE 475
PE 482
PE 495
PE 499
PE 580
PE 580
PE 690
PE 695
PE 699

—

=
=
=
=

= $15
$16

Golden

3

528-621
5728-6721

1-8/6

= G/17-6728

Darall
Darnall

$116.
$1160

.

Emmons
Devitt

$440
$330

Santos
Smith
Grizzle
Smith
Grizzle
Smith
William-White
Smith
Aziz
Sibley

$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$350
$330

USS. History
to 1877
U.S. History since 1877

3
3

Europe & the World: Modern Civ
Terrorism: History & Analysis
Directed Study
Beginning Algebra
—imermediate Algebra
—_—Intermediate Algebra
Contemporary Math
Math for Elem EducationI
Math for Elem Education II
Elementary Statistics
Algebra
& Elem Functions
Algebra
& Elem Functions
Algebra
& Elem Puactioas
_Intro to Biostatistics
Introduction to Music
Elementary School PE
Internship
Directed Field Experience
Independent Study
Elem School PE Leadership Sem
Early Childhood PE
Thesis Writing Seminar
Directed Field Experience
Independent Study

3 = $8-7/S5 = Meyer
3
$28-6/21
Olson-Raymer
1-3 $/28-8/16
Murphy
S$
Sf8-7/5
Martin
3
7R-8/16
Coleman
3
328-7/5._—s
Lanning
3 = SAB-7/S_—s«zDetrick
4
$f8-7/15
Matsumoto
4
8-8/6
Matsumow
4
SQB-1IS
Reimer
4
ase-S
Dodd
4
GRAINY
Gregor
4
788/16
Somes
4
We8/i6
Kim
3 = 1-8/6 Ss Ryder
2
16-6728
Wamer
2-8 5/28-8/16 Cannon Jr.
16 5/8-8/16
Niclai
16 5/28-8/16
Niclai
3-78-7112, ~—Ss Hopper
3
6724-6728 ~~ Hopper
1-6 5/28-8/16
Hopper
3-6 5/28-8/16
Hopper
36
5/28-8/16
Hopper

$8-7/5
7-8/16

$1
$1

$15

$330
$330

©

Murphy
Murphy

Wednesday
May, I

$390

Lovelace

Lovelace

Registration begins

6 $3

$330

$330
$330

$330
$330
$110/unit
$550
$330
$330
$330
Mah
$440
4600
«62
$400
$1
40s
$1
440 = $1
$60
«692
$330
$220
$110/unit
$11Q/unit
$110/unit
$330
$330
$110/unit
$1 10/unit
$110/unit

Course Number

Title

Units

Dates

Instructor

Feea

PHIL 303
PHIL 304

of Ethics
Theories
Love
of Sex & y
Philosoph

3
3

$28-621
§$728-6721

Pletcher
Goodman

$330
$330

PHIL 304

& Love
Philosophy of Sex

3
3
3
3
3
3

§/28-6/21

$8-621
§$28-7/5
1N5-8/16
722-8/16
$875
TBA

Ammstrong

$330

PSCI110
American Government
PSCI303 Third World Politics
PSCI303 ‘Third World Politics
PSCI305
The American Political Dream
PSCI306 _—_ Environmental Politics
PSCI332
Africa

3

PSCI 359
PSCI 371

Califomia Government
Terrorism: History
& Analysis

3
3

©$/28-7/5 = Frazee
$/28-6/21 + Olson-Raymer

PSCI371
PSCI371
PSYC 104
PSYC 104
PSYC 213

Rural Communities in Transition
Ecotourism
Intro to Psychology
Introto Psychology
School
Age Child

PSYC 300 — Psychology of Women

PSYC 302
Psychology
of Prejudice
PSYC 303 Family Relat. in Cont. Society
PSYC 303
Family Relat. in Cont. Society
PSYC 311 Human Development
PSYC 321 _ Biological Basis
of Behavior
PSYC 322 —_ Learning& Motivation
PSYC 323
Sensations
& Perception
PSYC 335
Social Psychology
PSYC 337 Personality Theory & Research
PSYC 438
Dynamics
of Abn Behavior
PSYC 473 Drug Use & Abuse
PSYC 660
Prof. Ethics for Psychologists
PSYC 680
AIDS/HIV Mental Health Tg
REC 482
—Imternship
REC 499 —_Directed Study
RS 105
World Religions
RS 300
Living Myths
RS 300
Living Myths
SC 100

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

100
101
108
313
320
322
323

SC 344

SC 499
SOC

104

Fundamentalsof Speech

3

5/28-8/16
$/28-7/5
$/28-621
72-816
$728-621

Curl
Rodan
Carlson
Hu
Duncan

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
|
2-7
14
3
3
3

6RA-TN9 = Tumer
$28-6721 Ratner
72-8/16 Ratner
$/28-621 Duncan
$8-621 Hu
$28-621 Carlson
GNA-TN9 Ratner
6RA-T/19 Ratner
$28-621 Weinstein
$28-621 Weinstein
58-621 Hu
6-6/1S—
Wiener-Osbom
628-629 Wieand
$28-8/16 CannonJr.
5/28-8/16 CannonJr.
$28-621 Graham
624-719 Graham
72-8/16 + Graham

5728-6721

Wiener-Osbom

3

52B-7/5

‘Mack

$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330

$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330

$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$330
$220
$110
$11Qfunit
$11Q/unit
$330
$330
$330
$330

Fundamentals of Speech
Critical Thinking
Oral Interpretation
tion
Communica
in Organizations
Intercultural Comm Wkshop
Intercultural Communication
Oral Interpretation Children’s Lit

3
3
3
3
1-2
3
1

Communication Behavior Adoks

3

‘72 &TBA Reitzel

5728-621

Floss

$120

Introduction to

3

$/28-7/5

Faloome

$330

Oral Interp of Adolescence
Lit.

SOC 303 Race & Ethnic Relations
SPAN 106 Spanish Level Il
SPAN 107
Spanish
- Level Ill
SPAN 250 —_ Intermed Spanish for Travelers
THEA 105 Acting I
THEA 300 Visual Communication
THEA 300 Visual Communication

THEA 322 —Creative Drama

TPMS 716

Teacher Computer Comptency I

TPSS 716
TPSS 718
TPSS 776

Teacher Computer Comp I
Teacher Computer Comp Il
Mainstreaming

se oO

WLDF 111
WLDF 210

3
3
3
3
3

Faulk
Brookshire
Brookshire
Adams
Mayer
Francis

Introduction
to Wildlife
Principl
of Wildlife es
Mngmt

WLDF 300 = Wildlife Ecology & Mngmnt

1

3
5
3
3
3
3
3
4

1

1R-B/16 + Young
$/28-7/5 — Smith-Young
$728-621 Floss
5/28-7/5
Smith-Young
78-117
Rektzel
7-731
Reazel
S/28-6/21 Floss

58-115
Rosado
624-726 Comejo
GAL-TND —Echague
S861 de la Cobada
18-816 =~ Der
SM28-1/S
McHugh
R816 = McHugh

38-715

Eppemon-Bloomficld

1
2

45
3
3

$330
$330
$330
$330
$130fuait
$330
$120
$330

$330
$570
$330
$330
$350
$350
$350

$15
$15

$480

$9

/14-8/15

Hopkias

$110

8/14-8/1S
8/2-8/10

Sprankle
Sprankle
—Philley

$110
$110
$220

|6 lo oe
1 -8/12-8/13
$2346
528-617

$/28-6/17

Dunk
Kischen

Kitchen

For more information and a complete schedule contact:
Office of Extended Education

Stud ent & Business Services Building
Monday = Friday © 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m,
PHONE 707.826-3731¢ FAX 707.826.5885

Internet extended@laurel.humboldt.edu

MSF

2

$585
$330

$330

$3

$3
$3
$200

===

SES
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Pleasure toys for girls and boys
Meri Scolari

COPY CHEF

For male and female pleasure seekers, gratification is
only a few D-cell batteries
away.
Arcata and Eureka now have sexuality centers for men

Not all the items in the store are for women’s pleasure.
Thereare toys for men called Cock-Tease™ and the Cocko-Rama™ which are used as masturbation devices. Tobin
said “Ignore the names. We wish we got to name the
products.”

All of the products sold are safe when used properly.

and women.
Good Relations, located on the Arcata Plaza, has specialized in sex toys, lingerie, books, videos and sex education

since May of 1994.
Melinda
Myers-Johnson,
owner and operator of Good
Relations is a part-time HSU and College of the Redwoods
lecturer. She teaches psychology courses and Human Sexuality.

Jenny Tobin, employee at Good Relations said that

strong asin some
col

as

but had never. found a

but initial studies show that

“stinki

-

organ
— the vomeronasal

i

vered in the noses of all 100 people
— until it was
studied at the University of Colorado in 1985.
Human pheromones or

=

y™®

(mush) which

been in

but
them for years

beenineffec-

somore
edthe
about
can be learn

trained to educate patrons
ing, employeesare
above
in the proper use of all products.
Ne nae aa pat rw erly pnan al
ie

environmentngfor
clean, comfortable and non-intimidati
has worked at the Pleasure Center
Ad i
Deborah
for one year. She said business has been “very steady.”
“We get
ing form the serious collector
to the
lurid browser,” Addington said. “We have a broad spectrum of clientele.
“Sex is the one thing we all have in common. In this
high-tech age we live in, missionary position gets boring
Sy

SNE

eR

ee

or The Magic Carpet™ are for, you’re in luck. On every sex-

sce

and how they are meant to be used. Tobin said it was
“mainly for educational purposes,” but it helps some people
to relax if they’re uncomfortable.

She said thereis no reason for the stereotypes and taboos
that are associated with sex and masturbation.

The shop carries Japanese dildos that have faces on the
tip of the penis. She said that in Japan, sex toys are supto enhance sex, not replace it, therefore the vibrators

ae

look than the ones made in the United

Tobin said a lot of couples come into the shop because
they’re curious and it doesn’t take a lot of money to try
something new.
said the most
range from $1.49 to $200. Tobin
Products
Good Relations also has adult videos, books and party
games. Tobin said Myers-Johnson “carefully selects” each
video and has educational tapes as well as videos for entertainment
in the store.
_ “Most of the videos are directed by Andrew Blake. The
women have roles and everyone has a good time,” Tobin
to carry more gay and lesbian
ee

“Men are told not to touch themselves or they'll get hairy
. Women are told not to because some time it will
and
g’ else. I was told it was normal
to someone
‘belon

healthy and private. I was lucky,” she said.

ingto
said the items that sell the most are vibrators
by couples. She said the store is mostly
for use ded
inten

women and couples oriented, but there is something for
one.
She said due to “intricate delicacies of the female
anatomy,” it is not necessarily harder to please a woman,
but there are “more
posible combinations for pleasure.”
“Men have basically one card in the deck — the higher
number of variables, the better the possibility of combinations,” Addington said. “We offer women the trump card
ave it's an ace out of your sleeve or an ace in the hole, #0 to

See Toys,
page 21

Solo sex
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It won't grow hair on your palms, it

Lookin for love in all the dark
By Meri Scolari

In fact, masturbating maybe good{

Melinda M yers-Johnson.
.
In a society whAIDS
er
hase
stricker
of sexual behavior, said Myers-Johnsor
“You can't catch any diseases, it won

ee

COPY CHIEF

in your pants.

finals.
“Thursday is drunk night,” said Sidelines’ bartender Stacey Douglas.

why some of these women fall for the lines.”
ut Douglas said it’s not just the men who are “on the prowl.”

“There are some who try to get your attention with a line, some wait
before they deliver the line and some don’t need a line. They have to beat
Like bad pick-up lines, Arcata’s bar scene is a tradition.
On any night of the week you can find students frequenting the dark
the women off with a stick,” she said.
corners of Marino’s, The
Alib or playing pool at Sidelines. But if you’re
“There’s a definite prowl scene. Some come in every weekend to see what
lookin’ for love, try Thursdays, F ridays or anytime after midterms or _ sort of action they can get ... You know who the players are. I can’t imagine

“Friday is the follow-up to Thursday for those who couldn’t be here the

She said, “The girls are just as bad as the guys. Girls are on the make in

before.”
said the pick-up lines run like the booze while she’s working

here.”
Douglas has a good sense of humor about being hit on, but sometimes

at the bar.

it

Marino’s bartender Michele Goodwin, Alibi bartender Christi Hines

eee

lines:

¢ Do you believe in love at first sight? Do I need to walk by youagain?

¢ Will it cost me anything?

too far.

was getting prank calls fora while when I would get home from the bar

in the

ing,”

she said.

—_ Every bartender has a bar story. Sidelines’ and The Alibi’s stories seem to
run along the same vein.

¢ Will $3 cover that?
¢ Didn’t we go to separate high schools together?

Itseemsin both bars, couples have been thrown out for performing oral sex
in the dark corners of the bars.

¢ Did I mention I’m double jointed?
Hines said this happened while she was on duty. “By the time someone
told
¢ How about breakfast in the morning? Should I call youorjustnudge _ me, they were done ... sometimes women will be sitting at the bar with just
you?
their bras on if it’s hot in here.”
¢ The voices in my head told me to come talk to you.
She said the bars need signs that read “no live nude acts.”
¢ Can I buy you a drink? I left my wallet at my house.
Se
eens cas ene i Cas sean eae aE
e If I said you had a beautiful body, would you hold it against me?
Arcata
... most likely due to Wednesday
50 cents beer 's
nights.”

¢ There’s
a party in my pants and you're invited.

I swearlcanseemyself
with Dawn™? Because

¢ Did you washy:

“I’m

really busy when I’m working. I don’t have time for people to hit on

me,” Goodwin said.

Keep it sacred

Take your sex and shove it

nu

Contains Sapey

only with her close friends, said it was harder to —_ with your mind as well as your body. If | was to
abstain when she was younger.
go with my fleeting hormones and cravings,I

College is said to be a time when sexual
“I started questioni
my decision tong
be celiexperimentation reachesapeakandpeerpres- _ bate because my friends were becoming sexually

surecan seem overwhelming.Forthosechoos- _active, but I was one of many going in adifferent

ing to abstain from sex, the college atmo-

would be disappoin
because I would
ted
know |
_ could have more and Id be settling
for less,”

she said.

route,” she said. “In high school, I saw my girl-

Although Tracy is a minority among her

sphere may be better than it seems.
friends losing themselves and losing their self _ friends, she said they have been supportive.
“I'vemetmore
more peopleoncampus
and _ respect through bed hopping and non-commit“I think they respect my choice because

(NS

Myers-Johnson said sexual habits

transmitted diseases to worry about.

who are abstaining,” said “Jill,”
an interdisci- _ting relationships.”
maybe they have found themselves in bad situice abstinence no
“Many people practice
plinary studies sophomore who asked
to reTracy doesn’t date, but says she enjoys the _ ations, and ifthey had been more careful things of them. They look at it as their form of:
main anonymous because she said doesn’t close friendships thisallowshertohavewithmen. would be easier for them,” she said.
There are several ways, she gave in
want to “broadcast” her personal life.
“It’s a lot easier to make male friends because
Some students practice abstenence for reli“Self pleasuring
teaches us the way
“[Abstaining] wasn’t really a big decision, your actions aren’t misinterpsoreted,
I gettosee gious reasons.
ial y
true for women bec:
“Thisis
it’s just the way things have gone,” she said. an intimate side to people without factoring in
“There isn’t a lot of pressure, but waiting to feel orgasms,” she said.
“Most of the guys I’ve gone out with haven't sex,” she said. “There seems tobe more personal
_isn’t
thecas
thing,”
said musicsenior
iest
Teagan
Self pleasuring,
she said, is a form of

been people I've cared enough about todo it
with. I want to be comfortable and

freedom when people interact with me, they can
talk to me about their sexuality and there is no

enough in a relatio
that isnship
stable, but it | pressure.”

engage in sexual activities or date because he

she is comfortable with her decision. Tracy said _ herself.

Jill's life but she said she is abstaining from

anything that goes beyond kissing and touching is

sure from people she has dated, but most of

wants.

intercourse.
Jill saidtherehasbeensomepres-

more

her sexually-active friends have been supportive.

“They are all really

about
it, we can

\
|

Jill said she has had difficulties telling oth-

ba

Another inte:

oer
;

studies
to re-

Saks
ceenpones
toentie
he
ali
celibacy is a private issue to be shared

eas

1)

or constantly searching for Mr. or Ms. Right.

God designed sex as a good and pleasurable

|
|

thing, but within the marriage of a man and a

i.

Ce

en
Re.

can take the edge off” resulting in morecc

he did date in the past, it was . Although it is rare, Myers-Johnson
Myers-Johnson
°
j
ti

ou'll get alot of sorrow by sleeping around

)

rust

ers a
ee
sa
t’s harderto tell people
er

For men, Myere-Johnson
said masturh
“Ifa man masturbates
three to four

. not the route for him or others if they want during
——
—hapeant

do find some=

not a big issue.”

don’t expect it and
she said.

Moore has been a Christian for three years,

“Ie’s so fulfilling when

is the center of their lives, but for me it’s just

must wait for the right mate to present

and said

about
it,” she said. “For some peopleit one you can

because
aeiean)

says

than she

woman,”
he said.

a.

“God's design is more than physical inti-

1
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N

ee
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Moore.
women find out what excites them, Myer
He follows his religion as a guide and doesn’t
relia
In addition, she said masturbation

isn’t
a matter of
waiting for marriage.”
Dating
i sed sheathed diadien Goonies ot

Sexual tension has been growing for Tracy but

ou

A”

(usuallyby

87 sai

iesiaiasiton’e sar

In addition, the owner of the lingerie/
breakable objects
in their rectum or vag

“I would say it's safe to use something st
bottle is not recommended
but a
cu mh
She also said whatever is used for ple:

—
said. “You can’t know that inti- doesn’t go all the way inside the body.
macy ifyouare
always moving around,
you'll
“Because the vagina is closed at the top

y never have that fulfillment”

Moore said he has found

friends on

a groupo f

and within the

See Celibacy, page 21
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Alternative learning provided
by stude nt-run programs
A university is a place oflearning,
but that
doesn’t mean you have to have your nose

buried in a book for the next few years.
HSU is home to several student-run
programs where students can learn immeasurable amounts about leadership, diversity,
Youth Educational Services is one such
entity. There are

14 student-initi 2 "Th be
ated programs
“A

located within
Y.E.S.,
also
known as the
Y.E.S. House.
Founded in
1968, Y.E.S. has

pregnant or teen parents. Community Companions matches HSU students with consumers of the mental health system. This
program also includes a 3-unit psychology
course. Volunteers participate in group ac-

returning or beginning college. Disabled Student Ser-

his or her match. The Leadership Education and Adventure Program, better known
as L.E.A.P., gives volunteers the opportunity to take children from disadvantaged

vices, which provides
service
such as a van that drops-off

tivities, as well as individual activities with

backgrounds river rafting, rock climbing,

dade
eel ae here, and d_backpacki
backpacking.
students
here.
These saiiddles =

geared to promote
Many students have expressed a
leadership and team
building within the
sense of home coming into this
participating youth.
Over the years
building.”
ARAPATAMCKAY more than 50 proin

have been
director of HSU Multicultural Center §f#m8
the house and stuyears into an organization
that is fueled by a dents are encouraged to
begin new ones.
core of more than 300 student volunteers
each semester.

Volunteers may also rise to the level of
program directors and student-staff mem-

Volunteers have the opportunity to receive one unit of credit for each semester of
involvement.

Each program at the non-profit organiza-

tion serves its own function withinthecom-

Other organizations on campus
deal with

The MCC also houses
the

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Student Association, Jewish

Student Union, Asian Student Union, Black Student

Ff
|

Union,
Movimiento
Estudiantill Chicano De
Aztlan and the Women’s
Center.
The center has been at

HSU for only three years,

but it has already created

4

strong ties.
Director Arapata McKay

;

Your
a

said the center holds an annual Diversity Conference,
which allows students and

community

members

FACE
etMe) =

|

SUN
TOOD

WUCETICHY

LUMBERJACK

STAFF

to Arapata McKay, director of the Multicultural Center,

§ The Multicultural
Center, located nextto

different cultural

groups. to gather and celebrate diversity.

The center
also holds block
_partiesassortofanopenhousewithmusic
and performances.

he said.
_ views. We're looking at guidelines,”
He said the center is a place for students

looking at ideas and concepts. We're lookprovides care for the children ofteenag- _ nity.”
ents
ers, as well as friendship to girls who are | Some programs include the Adult Re- _ingatbeliefsystems, we'relookingat world

See Learning,
page 4

areas.

university commufor Adolescent Par- _ in our culturally-diverse
Network

“When we look at multicultural, we're

to go where they can feel comfortable.

What goes o n in and around Arcata

rein
way ou
DCG

rm of t
Ny My

ion reli

nore

and picks-up disabled students at their classes.

come together tolearnabout center, says the center is a safe piace for students

or her.
him

munity. Some
include
the Refu- the library, also has 14 in-house programs
which works with runby students. These programs“celebrate
gee Extension
and commonalties reflected
Arcata the differences
refugee families living in the

len

entry Center at Humboldt,
better known as A.R.C.H.
This program
is for students
over the age of 25 who are

co

eaER rr

miles of trails.

The Arcata Community Forest lies about a mile east from

the center of town and holds 17 miles of trails and old
Nestled between redwood-covered
hills to the east and
Humboldt Bay to the west, Arcata, a Native-American
horseback riding. The westernmost part of the forest is part
word meaning “around the bay,” offers a distinct setting § (r.4
redwood grove. Hikers recently discovwith a unique community lifestyle
ered an 800-year-old old-growth redwood called the
6
Located
Tree.”
cisco, Arcata is surrounded by towering redwoods, the
eee
orn eine
nae
Ate
Pacific Ocean and dozens of Victorian structures.
festivals.
Foundedin 1850as Uniontown, Arcata boasts a marsh
The Kinetic Sculpture Race is one such festival. Particiand wildlife
, a 600-acre community forest, a
pants from all over the world come to race their non-motortown square, Humboldt State University — the northern-

most campus in the California State University system —
and numerous festivals
the year.
The Arcata Marsh and
Wild fe Sanctuary, located at the
foot of I Street, is a waste-water treatment plant that is part

of Comte oneege Sapeee
Waste water

eae
down as it passes through

arestored wetland habitat and is released in the Humboldt

ec aay ted rea ai ag
gy Sie
ormerly a sanitary landfill, it now houses more than
of fish
200 species of birds — some rare — in its 154 acres

powered vehicles from the Arcata Plaza in the center of

town to the Victorian village of Ferndale.
Founder Hobart Brown said the race started with a
tricycle he built for his son Justin in 1969.
“I think we have the record for the largest crowds in
Arcata,” he said. “It’s the greatest race on Earth. It tests the
physical endurance and the engineering and artistic ability

of the entrants. We enlist the talent and expertise of zillions
of
people.”
2
Held right before finals, Bebop and Brew is a jazs and
microbrew festival held at Redwood Park and features allday-long live jazz entertainment and beer tasting from 25
microbreweriesin
Californa,
Oregon and Washington.
Bebop and Brew is a benefit for the Arcata Foundation,

a non-profit public benefit corporation that gives grants to
non-profit operations.

In the past, Bebop has raised between $12,000 and

$18,000 after expenses, said Charles Horn, event coordinator.

“It’s a great festival,” he said. “A lot of people come from
out of town. People look forward to it all year.”
Bebop will be held Sunday, May 12, from 11:30 a.m. to

6 p.m. Tickets are $13 in advance and $16 anda can offood

at the gate for music and the beer garden. Admission to hear
music only is $4 and a can of food. The canned food is
donated to the Arcata Food Endeavor.
Arcata’s other events and festivals include:
¢ North Country Fair: mid
r, on the Plaza.
Local crafts, food booths, children’s area, live entertain-

ment, Samba parade. 822-7206.
e Arcata Fourth of July Jubilee: on the Plaza. Crafts,

food booths, rides on 1920s fire engine, live entertainment,
kids area. 822-3619

¢ Humboldt International Film Festival: amateur films
from around the world. 826-4113
¢ Farmers Market. April 20 through October, Saturdays on the Plaza. Fresh, seasonal vegetables, fruit, herbs,

See Arcata, page 3
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WOWNTOWN/
OLD TOWLN
Eureka's Arts, Restaurant, and
Shopping District.

Stroll along the historic waterfront,
enjoy the many fine restaurants,
shop
for a Special treasure
49 Blocks
Waterfront to Eighth and ‘A' to 'I' Streets

the E. urtopean

hadition

2nd & F Sts. e ON THE GAZEBO
425 Snug Alley
OLD TOWN ¢ Eureka,CA
P.O. Box 6562 © 95501 © (707) 445-0326
Also at the BAYSHORE
MALL

(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS

Unique Gifts
Chinese Medicine, Oriental
Foods, Sushi Ingredients,
Ginseng Products, Batik Clothes,

Jewelry, Handicrafts

Unbeatable Prices!

uopnenpely

In

Mother’s Day

2

anal

A
219 2nd St. Old Town Eureka, Calif.
(707) 444-2774 Open 7 days a week
DiscOVER

CENTRAL

THE

ASIA,

DIVERSITY

CHINA

OF

& TIBET

All Under Heaven
212 F St, Eureka, 95501

444-2936

NEW

Chinese, Japanese & Nepalese painting, bookmaking & cal-

ligraphy supplies; MANY BOOKS on Asia (art, poetry, lit-

erature, Buddhism, Taoiem, martial arts, language): jewelry:
fresh teas & tea pots; seeds; hand-woven textiles; journals;

cards; zafu; folk pottery; music; Tibetan clothing & hats

No one under 21 admitted
NoMeansNo,

@ One student's
views on what to
do in this town if

Reverend

Horton Heat and Pansy Division
future.
the near d
fornne
pla

' KRFH, a student-run radio sta-

tion, organizes campus concerts

you aren't of age.

about once a month in the Kate
bringing to HS
Buchanan Room,
Hips
the likes of Inka Inka,
and Skankin’ Pickle as well as a

pn
As campus tours

with

the stair-

local bands.
varofiet
y
Pa saagy By Bony

away in

Center occasionally

i

I've had to face in my three
years at HSU — finding
something
to do on week-

Those who wish to
stretch
their
muscles after a

long day can
take some spins

While Humboldt

County

may

lack

some of the entertainment resources of

around

illegal activity. It just

cata Bowl.

takes some of

Blue Lake or
Fortuna or play
a couple of
gamesat
the ArBy

that

you’ve probably
realized that most
of these activities
costmoney. Whatto
do if you’re a starving

Creativity that got you
SS

Keeping entertained
in
the isolation of the North

college studentand not
the kind who only acts

Coast involves a change of
perspective. Instead of re-

jecting the area for what it

2

lacks, the key to fun is delv-

that way to coax more
holiday money outof rela-

tives?

ing into what resources it

Here’s where you fi-

does offer.
Club West in Eureka offers 18-and-overdancingall
concerts.

Dancers

now,

Skating

McKinleyville

in
and

Blue

Lake,

Eureka

offer

students
of all ages weekend

can

choose from the Retro-Revival
Party on Friday, country music at
Club Western on

rinks

and

Club Triangle alternative lifestyles
on Sundays,
all for $10 or less.
Past live acts have included
ing Spear, Eek-A-Mouse, the
Itals, the Skatellites and

fun.

genres. Performances range from
mainstream acts like Joshua
Redman,
David Grismanand Paula

Poundstone
to such unique shows

nally get to apply those

brainstorming techniques you learned in

English classes. Bonfireson
the beach, potlucks,
night hikes in
the community forest
or a simple

cup of coffee with friends are all
fun ways to occupy time. Hell,
you might even meet some new

as the Throat Singers of Tuva and

the “performance
art” of Sha Sha

After all, aren’t all 8,000 of us in
the same boat?

Arcata
© Continued

age

colorful pastel advertisements to
raise money for North Coast
Children’s Services. 822-7206.

1

Crafts, gourmet honey from area
and more. 441-9699.
¢ Pastels on the Plaza: Early
October on the Plaza. Arcata businesses team up with amateur and
professional artists and surround

¢ I-Block Festival: October. I
Street between 10th and 11th
streets. Live entertainment, food,
children’s area. Raises money for
Arcata’s sister city of Camoapa,
Nicaragua. 822-2150.

the sidewalk around the Plaza with

oI,

Je"

rewing Conipany,

Steet

Shite

“Cc 06 plete retait:sales office open

WRoasterS’
707/822-2481
Medical
707 /822-1385
Counseling

NOW open (from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.)

Jamaica Red Ale

Monday thru Saturday:9.a.m. - 5 p.m.
if fours by appointment
$F

.
sz

@

8

ates
Se oo

Located i the Blue Lake Industrial Park across

from Almquist Lumber on Taylor Way

in the Sunny Brae Shopping Center
across from Murphy's Market

785 18th St. Arcata

10% off if you bring your own mag!

MH

fall line of espresso drinks
%&
%%

pesterics

&

fresh roasted coffee

%

UeRe Lele rice
ken
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Bilosine the North Coast

Outdoor adventures await at Center Activities
Besides offering

By Nora Whitworth
A different world awaits new
students in the “real” northern

California, approximately 300
miles north of San Francisco.
Welcome to Humboldt County
and all of its natural splendor.
Although the redwoodsand rivers may look intimidating, there is
a source for the beginning and
advanced outdoor adventurer to
find information, classes and
equipment to enjoy the outdoors.
Center Activities,
located on the

UC Center Plaza offers courses on
backpacking, bicycling, skiing ,
rafting, kayaking and sailing.
“Our mission is to provide outdoorprograms and leisure programs outside of the classroom,”

Rabin Tilidadsprapenceordinator.
Besides outdoor activities, the

center also offers leisure activities
including yoga, self defense, arts

courses open to
both students

tive leadership,
NR

he said.
Class sizes are
small,
with alow
student to instructor ratio.

a

and community
members,
the
center also runs
the Arcata Com-

Backpacking

munity Pool at

classes include

115016th Street
in Arcata.
“We offer a

up to 20 students,

rock climbing

little lower price

classes have 10
students and

to the studentsto
draw them in. But

cross-country
skiing classes
usually have 13

the communityis
really involved as
well. It’s about a
50-50
draw,”

said

students,
Tomasello said.
All classes

Jeff

Tomasello, recreation adminisHEATHER PARKER LUMBERJACK
STAFF

for Center Activities offers trips and how-to courses such as this

backpacking, backpacking course taught in the South Lounge.

cross-country
skiing and rock climbing
classes.

The center also rents camping,

——

sporting equipment and fishing

ing classes

gear by the day, weekend or week.

for them to get involved into in-

ment area, updates on rivers and
snow conditions and magazines

pose on campus besides providing
activities is too provide students
with
leadership
abilities,

“We have people on staff who

Many students are employed as
trip instructors with an interest in

“We're hove for students and

door and outdoor activities, it’s
up to them,” Nakamura said.

Being located on the campus

does not exclude Center Activi-

services

a consign-

and books for individuals
to check
out, Nakamura said.

“When you live with someone
in the back country for five days
without showers you get to know
each other well,” he said.

There was also a weekend
HOP

trip with an aquatics day
eg Blue

Lagnonsids hiking doy
about
40 students and a ratio of six students to each instructor.
Besides becoming acquainted
with the area, students can learn

about the registration process as
well.
answer as a student,” Tomasello

cept for cross
country which is

here because of the natural beauty
of the area. Most of the classes are
oriented to beginners,” Nakumura

said.
Center Activities’
classes arealso
an excellent way to meet people,
especially for new students participating in the trips offered dur-

Nakamura said.

one day of rock climbing. Last year
20 new students participated,
Tomasello said.

to intermediate

“I think a lot of students come

Part of Center Activities’ pur-

and

skill levels, ex-

a beginning class, he said.

do these sports and love doing it
who are very knowledgeable,” he
said
,

of five days of

“Around the campfire people
have tons of questions
which I can

have beginning

trationjuniorand

instructor

while

e The Wilderness HOP consists

said. “I know many of the students

on the trips have social connections afterward. It’snicetosee they
connected on those trips.”
Sea kayaking,
river kayaking and
rafting is what Center Activities is"
really known for, Nakamura said,
but with the lagoons, rivers and

mountains, the sporting opportu“There is very little that is out
there that we can’t do,” he said.

ing the Humboldt Orientation Pro-

being park rangers or interpreta-

Learning: Leadership, growtha through programs
© Continued from page 1

in terms of policy changes and advocacy the

“A lot of students feel safe here. Many
students have expressed a sense of home

Associated
Students provides the opportunityto get involved with campus, state and

encourages students to

with
and the

conference planning as
For students interested in direct action

can take

issue to whatever direction it

“Students here really care about what is
going on in their community and really

ieieaigeaitiacioce

4

HSU offers countless
riences for
anyone's interests. Take a tour of the Camee
ee
ae
see students living ina self-sustainable
house.
Check out the clubs and activities office or
take a tour through the Marine Lab located
in Trinidad.
Whatever your interest or major, HSU
has got something
for you.

ky ceshsutingimeieaieediatacie

HUMBOLDT PREVIEW
SPECIAL
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Come try out the best
d
i Chinese food in town and
i
get 10% OFF with this ad.
i
(One coupon per visit per table. Expires May 31, 1996)
fi
f
i A great
reason why you should come to Humboldt.
i
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:
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i
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all

For casual dining or

822-6105

oe)

761 Eighth St.
on the

Arcata Plaza

A
i
i
i
i
i
j
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MCC. There is a newsletter that McKay

Freida Ravasco, A.S. president said she
sees it as the “student advocacy group on
campus. Ifthere’s an issue
onany part
ofthe
can come
and we

Students at large also have the opportunity to be on different committees,
which
deal with curriculum, the library and hiring.
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ing into this building,”
McKay said.
" Geaicokeuy desuhe-edltedeade

“7 a. aii as representatives of
each college on campus.

want to be involved,”
she said.

e does it

Anyone with the desire, and alittle knowhow, can view on-line pictures of nude
women, couples having sex or even severed
bod
at aies
crime scene.
al up about
This type of materitakes
one-half of one percent of the

proof and is often automated,
based on whether key words
are present, like “adult” or

figure
— as
et'
total content
Intern

often cited by on-line advocates
— but that fraction is at the

you go blind and it won’t stunt your
being, said Human Sexuality lecturer

e form
ng
a positiv
becomeri
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plea

Arcata.
in ons
owns Good Relati

A

ec usersraccangiaienrs

alike.
Stanton McCandlish isan
on-line actiforvist
the Elecn,
Foundatio
Frontier
tronic
oneof 40 organizations suing the government over a
bill passed in February
which attempts
to regulate
“indecent” material online.
first
debate y
The indecenc
heated up last July whena study
conducted at Carnegie Mellon

University was publicized in a

“ony
One service originally

House’s
ed
the White
mark

Web site as having adult
content because it con-

ed
the word
tain

So

article. Senazine
Time magacover
tors were quoting the article on the

g

Senate floor the next day.
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You have to actively search for sexually ex-

The extent of sexually
explicit material found on
on-line is the same as what
to find in
you can
print, said McCandlish.
This material ranges from
tasteful art to low class.
_ Two ofthe most common
examples of sexually explicit

pictures are ofnudemodelsand

people engaged in sexual acts.
Sometimes you will even find nude

pictures featuring a celebrity’s head
pasted onto someone else’s body.

Many of the people who produce sexually

the study before criticism arose for numer-

edch.
resear
er
in the
errors were discov
ize that the
largely on the

explicit material for the Internet also do it for
plicit material. Its a lot like looking for a title ina

bookstore,” said McCandlishin a phone interview from San Francisco.
There are services available which allow individual users to filter out this material McCandlish

a teley elas

rint. For example, Penthouse and Playboy
¢ electronic versions of their magazines.

See Cybersex, page 21
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to go, nothing to do
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sil

5

ng because there are so many sexually

3 id. “Masturbation is important to many

ween
ioe many pemdnpennio-wamnn- Nini”
cramps for many

they know they are going to have sex it
er climax which is acommon problem for
are cases were accidents have happened
id. “People try to cut off the flow ofblood
re
d this can be very

paged and unbreakable,” she said. “A glass
the rectum should have a flared base so it
easy to remove things — it’s usually the
women in the United States masturbate,

reason nwhy
said the nso
. Myers-Joh

See Solo,
page 21
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HIV hits home for college students
By Christina Rice

Project. She went around to different schools and rehabili-

tation a

Sexually transmitted diseases are sometimes silent but
serious.
Sex is not all fun and games. Every sexual encounter
risks transmitting or contracting an STD.
“STDsare completely nonjudgmesaid
nta
Amie
l,”
Ben-

jamin, a Spanish freshman, who volunteers with the Santa
Cruz AIDS Project.
Many people think they are “an exception to the rule”
contracting an STD “can neve
er
them,” Benjamin said. STDsare fe
=

oe about

AIDS, protection and the

importanceof testing.
AIDS and other STDs are passed during unprotected

Latex condoms will prevent the transmission —

infections like gonorrhea, syphilis, chlamydia and uman

immunodeficiency viru (HIV) ifthe are propery wsdl
ofthe time, said Dr.

°
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cases of STDs

;
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oe”

nesses
in June of94, Mills wasa close friend of Benjamin’s

family.

Benjamin went to Chile on an exchange program during

;

her junior
year of hig school. While she was out of the
country, she and

:

“It was really sad because, throughout the time we were

wrtoot
each e
other.

see the slow deterioration of this man

a

_=

Sheed, “Froese to the last, just in his
handwriting, there was like nothing left. He was a child.”
“It was really hard for me,” Benjamin said. “It was
Be AY a day by day thing forthe lat seven months of his

>

know ifhe would make it. was hoping he

would jus hang-in dhere until I got beene.”
Mills died a month before Benjamin returned to Santa
“His death had a really big impact on my life and I
-

to think about a lot of things and
everyone in a small way.”

In his memorial service announcement, Mills stated, “I

like being alive. I like learning about life. I like growing and
watching myself
I learn so much from my experiences with other
I have taken on my fears, one by

one, and sometimes I'm victorious and sometimes
I’m
not.

women and many men show no symptoms.

Hemsidcondomsarenotas | *7 More painyelowthan witusual during
dachageperiodsrom the vagina

nosed in the last
six years, Frisch
He said the Health Center
way of collecting information to

SOY

:

’
¢ Fu-tike footings

diag-

e a

five or
said.
has no
verify

°

| or burning prior to appearance of blisters

last one to three weeks.

:

whether or not HIV and STDs are spreading
ag on campus.
2
acagarnie

Of

* Cramps and pain in the lower abdomen

seena“significant fall off”
1, in the number of new

fi... S

Christopher Reed Mills, 39, died of AIDS related ill-

said. “It made me
about how it really

SA rehme appear 1-12 weeks after having

« The sore lasts one to five weeks

tan

= Symptoms appear six weeks to six months after the

Frisch said.

all of the STDs, hepatitis B is the only infection

which can be cured by a vaccine.

Hepatitis B is a major cause of liver cancer and is potentially fatal. Itisa blood-born disease. World wide, it causes
two to four million deaths each year, according to the

° Arash develops anywhere on the body
Nec
cs
feelings go away, bul you still have syphiis.

Sexually Transmitted Infection Hot Line.
Hepatitis B is completely preventable. The vaccine is
i
in a three-shot series over a six month period . Each

se etct ets Goe

tests and treats all STDs, with the

a

Genital Warts
Warts
‘
appear one to aix months ater having sex.
ota
nat ae on the genitalia and anus

e
Chlamydia
«

—

2

exception of genital warts which need special treatment.

» Buming or pa aang rom the vagina

Steve Lent, a biology senior, went to the North Country

Clinic in Arcata to get an HIV test last month.

aoe

Lent said he went to get the test because he had been
with
“I'm low ri but still a risk,” he said.
He said when he went to take the test he was “a little

nervous.”
Thwas
er
a two-w
eeek

waiti

GOOD NEWS!

thought about what he would
if the test cam
Geet
‘
nat
from the
selfis]

ia

€ contemplated quitting school, moving to M

and fishing for the rest of his life.

Benjamin decided to volunteer at the Santa Cruz AIDS

See STD, page22
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Women:

The Health Center ha
2

F

didn’t think it would — until it

The

effective with skin infections

These statistics are a reality in Benjamin’s life.

life— you din’t

anny

Seas | Se
emarforty

44. AIDS is also the sixth leading cause of
death for teens between the ages of 15 and
24.

f

*

ene

eee

-Gup
dn ee
eet e

Lawrence Frisch, chief of medical staff

at the Student Health Center.

F

Coast AIDS Project, said AIDS is the leading

writing, I 0

—-

ee

like herpes, genital warts,

cause of death in men and the fourth leading
cause in women between the ages of 25 and

;

seem

moist areas STD germs need to survive.

often passed easily from one per- F /_.

}

See

after contracting the AIDS virus.

The mouth, rectum and sex organs provide the warm,

son to another with little warn- §
ing.
has come to the forefront as one
ofthe most talked about STDs
because of how fast it spreads.
Rosie Shilliang
healt
er
h edu,
cation specialist for the North

Rh

sex. They are spread during intercourse, oral and anal sex.

ee
as

Over the last decade, AIDS

STD symptoms
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Cybersex
© Continued
from page 19

Celibacy
rege

ocean

dongs

“The distribution of pornography to minors is vigorously prosecuted,” McCandlish

have
sebeaainurh everett
students who are waiting for marriage. He
said there are many active Christian groups

ing

tae are edema

sat

“We're definitely the minority,” he said.
“ People question it but there isn’t too
The majorityof

rolvdinipeteciah epuliacisten

you'vejust got to
up and accept
is a freedom within boundaries.”

Postponing
sex has been a strengthen-

said. “Distribution
to minors typically occurs on proprietary
services such as America

Moore said.

w

“A Christian
has the same urges

non-Christian,
but I’m at peace and very

content with myself, Certainly
ee

ee

I desire a
ee

better to live in purity,” he said.

Tracyalsolooks
forward to finding
dcue,

coak

cans

va

tenes

intimate.

“When you are intimate mentally without the sexual part first, then when you do
get the physica it likea condiment othe
whole plate you're eating,” she said.

tend to have tacky names.
“Sexually oriented

° Continued from page 17
Both shops sell The Lady Bug™,a
device that“inaquietnd wall
stimulator,” Addington

tcan

tend tohave

sex toys,

oils, massage oils, j

, cards, videos,

be used alone or with a
She said when people enter the store for
the first time, they are sometimes standfia Sh ets
now ft bar ay
Stesubiah at pm

magazines and books.
said,
See ee eee emeeey Toe Coase
nation... not everything
is sex.”
She said
themoetimportantthing to stimulate isthe

to

tions stress
safe sex.
“We have condoms in every size, shape

sol al thee lves," she
ao toc aboot $20 or $25 che
a “starter kit that will stimulate

th imagination and gt people playing for
Tr

roti

caiih teeth

ai

ctat

sage oil, hot fudge and a blindfold. She said
o-oo
Like

ekl

neal

eae
ma
y is

cer of it.”
in any medium, but federal legislation is attem

to

apply at a broadcasting Indecency standard to on-line communications.
=
to the laws of each state.
Some adult sites only use disclaimers, but requiring a credit card number, or other
information not usually possessed by a minor, is
more common.
McCandlish said itis impossible to monitor sexually explicit material with the
of monitoring it on a local basis. Monitoring the actions of individual users is di
becauseof privacy rights.
Jesse Bares, 1 compute science sophomore,
and memberof the Humboldt Users

Group on campus, said government regulations shouldn't be imposed on a general level.

ae

s effort to regulate the ‘net is a clear violation of free speech,” he

Barnes said that people opposed to having sexual material appear on their computer
ey

Toys
lar

21

crt boro
Tobin

at

auagaamagatmae
Good

Relations,

Addington pointed out that some sex toys

Phone: 826 - 374!

The Pleasure Center and Good Rela-

ee ieee

bian-pride and
This is not a sex

-pride, lesaccessories.
said.

center.”
“The bottom line is that sex is part of
human nature,”

like

said. “It’s

of our consciousness. It’s integral. It’

Solo
© Continued from pages 18 and 19
masturbation
is still a widespread taboo
ee

§ “Things that are done privately, that are
not tearing apart their body, we feel
is a
matter,”
he said.

”

hesiebiahinithemnenaviiy

looked

a” she eid. "Iedaee

Father Michael Cloney at St. Bernard
create”

Cliff Peightal, a minister at the Christian
church
of Christ) in Eureka,
said in

Church in Eureka said in Catholicism, ha-

bitual masturbation is considered wrong

the Old Testament of the Bible, masturbation

because
it is a selfish act.
“The direction is to give on to others as
we give on to ourselves,” Cloney said. He

was seen asa threat tothe tribe ofpeople,”he
said.
Peightal, who hasalso beena social worker,

besaid people’s religious
| Myers-Johnson
are
there
said
but
respected,
be
liefs should
reasons why masturbation
no

| was looked at as a threat to the tribe.
“Masturbating by men was wasting the said thishappensin the union of two people
potential impregnation of a women which _ in marriage.

saidin his
issueslikemasturbation and having an occasional socialdrinkare
Viewed as a private matter and not a sin.

shouldn’tbe
has to decide what their own
“A
values are,” she said.

+3

Weds

STD
continued from page20

Waysto preventand protect against the spread of STDs

He said he doesn’t think anyone really knows how they
are going to handle a positive test result until it actually

happens.

The wait itself was “nerve racking,” he said.

“As the date gets closer, you are sure you have it. Even

though reason and odds tell you it is not likely,”
he said.

“The walk over to the clinic to pick up the results was the

worst part,” he said.
Lent’s test was negative.
He said, “It’s great getting the negative result because

you know you don’t have to alter your plans.”
Not all tests come back negative and it is importantto
practice safe sex from the beginning

include:
¢ Check

How

for for signs of STDs.

¢ Ask partner(s) about past sexual partners and about

sex.
¢ Use a dental dam or seran wrap for oral sex.
piercings

sterilized :and ink

or tattoos, making sure all needles are

is fresh and not mixed.

lele

¢ Know the signs and symptoms of STDs.
¢ Try abstinence.

Tomek

For more information about STDs, contact the 24-

weel?

See

Th

RUE

hour Sexually Transmitted Infection Hot Line at 826-

FONE.

bongs

were contiseated
and slated tor cle

drug use.
¢ Usealatex female or male condom for vaginal
and anal
¢ For

many

.
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Here's fast-acting relief
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_
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See HRTS, page 24
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need look no further. than
Eureka’s North Coast Repertory Theater to have his or her
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relies on are trust, support and
assistance.
The cast consists
of Laurene

Thorpe and her husband,
George
Thorpe,

Tyson

Saner, Carol

Escobar and Howard Lang, with
music by Bob Ebenstein,
The troupe has participated
in community outreach programs including AIDS and cancer benefits and recently participated in a show and workshop at

the Senior Resource Center in
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Eureka.
“Improv is a pure art form,”
Ebenstein said. “It’s the pure
imagination about regular life.”
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of taking abuse at Trent
Reznor’s extremely physical live
performances.
The band is
ing to
record
a follow-up to
“Spiral” in

hyrethe U.K.”
es© “Anainrc
Apparently 80 with the reof the Sex Pistols —John
union

Lydon, Paul Cook, Steve Jones
and original bassist Glen

— fora summer tour of
Matlock
and the United States.
The U.S. leg kicks offin July
and

a show

in London's

Park will be recorded
Finsbury

7
for a live album.
guitari
e Nine Inch Nails
out of
Robin Finck cli

“The Downward Spiral” and
leit the band saying he was tired

Sting’s sixth solo release, “Meris thoroughly good.
cury Falling,”
It is better than the rampant mediocrity of his last album, “Ten

will be held in San Franciscoon
June 15 and 16. Others on the
bill include Yoko Ono, Bjork,

Summoner’s Tales,” but it lacks

Lennon, Beck, Sonic Youth,

and musical tapestry of 1991's

Foo Fighters, Pavement and
a
®
c Enemy frontman
Chuck D has started his own
record label called Slam Jamz
Recordings. He told Rolling
Stone magazine
it was going to
be “a return to the grass roots of

“Soul Cages.”

In his latest release, Sting simplifies his sound through a
stripped-down band and jazzy
overtones.
The soundisless glossy
and produced than usual, allow-

ing a real sense of the music as it is

played, notasit is computerizedto

rap.”

sound.
Tempos range from slow to

THE ONE STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
e MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

If you haven't heard much of
Sting’s stuff, this is a refreshing
to some real qualintroduction

ity music. After a few listens,

you'll be sure to have at least

in your
line stuck
one melody
head for a few days.

ng —
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~ Performi
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Apry,

14th

— Christina Begley
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YSDrinks
DAWell
THURS1.25
a.
Vodka/Te

822-4766

WHATS WHOM Witt

WEDNESBeeDrAYS

Pe

average
and very palatable.

Purple Hooters
Alabama Slammers

Midnite

iced Teas
Long Island
Margaritas

FRIES PIOTERET
Run for office as a
WRITE-IN candidate
on the

A.S.

Election

ballot!

SATURDAYS.
Hour
Late Night Happy-

9-midnight

822
865 9th Street

Please don't drink and drive « No one under 21

COME BY THE A.S. IN THE U.C SOUTH
LOUNGE OR CALL 826°4221
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Tricks
© Continued
from page 24

Aha! Svaha plays rockin’ blues

peewee

eng
be
oe
sand turbid tension and acerbic

attitudes, compliments of each
character's
stubbom desires to keep
their i
secrets hidden.

Oy Lee Keme

guitar and drums respectively.
It’s lean, mean, low-calorie,

high-octane music — deepthroated delta boogie that
bulges the walls of houses and
shakes the roof. Svaha is here.

Pogue and Robinson have com-

Robin Williams
Evening only

12 Monkeys
Bruce Willis

Brad Pitt

new group and Justin “Jethro”

Loch, bass player and computer
information systems senior
joined. Then, in quick succession, Phil Farley and Dave

otaae

MOVIES

|Daly

Svaha is skeptical
in attitude,

“We don’t stand for anything
musically, that is, we don’t push

are personally into green causes
like rain forest restoration and recycling but how do you play green
music?”
Robinson’s voice is piercingand
his face is full of pain when vocalizing. His manner is casual but complacent as if the music is enough.
Pogue, muscular and intense,

bellows deep rumbling notes

through his harmonica. Farley's
wailing guitar kicks in with Loch’s
thumping
bass lurking underneath.
Farley spends about halfan hour
playing the same riff over and over

again.
Loch said, “I play the bass because it has less strings and nobody influenced
me.”

Lochis from Danville,
Calif. and
runs a computer consulting busi-

will listen. They know what

works and it’s impossible to sit
still when these guys are rolling.
I’m not going to predict
great

things for Svaha except to say
thatif youlike good, solid bluesrock and music to bounce off
the walls to, you won’t be dis-

inted.
But then, when I saw Jim
Morrison and the Doors in a
small Hollywood nightclub in
64, I thought the music was
good but the songs were too
long. Shows you what I know.

Svaha will be playing in
Arcata at the Humboldt Brewery on Saturday and at the
Jambalaya on April 18.

DENTISTRY

CALL FOR DATES & TIMES

Primal

brings a lot of experience to

living playing anywhere people

Evening Only

a

favorites.
“We sold out the house the
first time we played Jambalaya,”
Pogue said.
Padilla has played drums for
t forceful, he
25 years. Quieand

or causes,” Robinson said. “We

Braveheart

Mr. Wrong

“Stormy Monday” are crowd

music.
“Names don’t mean much to

friends and Svaha was born.
Word got around about the

Mel Gibson

by Robinson.

“Hootchie Kootchie Man,”
“Sunshine of Your Love,”

things with our music - messages

Pogue and Robinson attended HSU and met at La
Palapa restaurant in Arcata.
Robinson looked like a musician and Pogue asked if he was
in a band. Pogue was a biology
student and is currently working ona master’s. Robinson was
studying opera. They became

Jumanji

chateau overlooking the rocky Pacific Ocean in Trinidad, they
pound out the kinks from “The
Stone,”
an original song composed

band — nothing fancy, nothing
fake, just solid, driving rock ‘n’
somber, mournged
with
roll tin
ful blues.

In fact, all that matters is

vocalist and songwriter. “But
we have to call ourselves some-

Free refill with large drink
Weekend Matiness $3 before 4:30
Movies change on Fridays

posed three new songs. In Pogue’s

ness. Svaha is a working man’s

hopeful in music. The members play because
they like what
they hear and hope
to make a

Pogue, harmonica, keyboards
and vocals. “We’reall rockers.”

me,” said Chris Robinson, lead

CALL FOR DATES & TIMES

has to keep time by stomping
its

thunder.” However, there is no

of energy blues,” said Seth

THEATRES

band that doesn’t improvise and

language, Svaha means “after
the lightning and before the
wait or pause in this music.
Just
loads of energy and good oldfashioned get-up-and-dance
blues rock.
“Wedon"tplay spent-out, out
ticket sales.
“Tricks of the Trade” shows

But this is no makeshift,
garage

feet.
“We've got a lot of experience
playing with other bands and we
work well together,” Pogue said.
Along with a menu of 30 songs,

In Swahili, an East-African

more than make up for any lack in

Padilla were recruited
to play lead

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

Fear

Richard Gere

ARC mAs

Executive
Decision

BOWL

Kurt Ruseeli

iz
a

1225 B ST. 822-5105

Sgt. Bilko
Steve

Martin

Fargo
Oliver & Co.
Fear

PEPUTUETETET

a Family Thing

i
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Relaxed Jacks await Davis, Hayward
@ Valenta leads

softball past
Warriors, face
tough test Friday.
By Jeff Viera

SPORTSEDITON

Expect to see Division II softball
atits best when UC Davis comes to
town Friday.
HSU will host the Aggies in a

recent meeting, the ‘Jacks lost 1-0

in the championship game of the
Cal State Hayward Tournament.

The lone win of the year against
the Aggies came on March 8th—a
2-1 victory

in the second game ofa

NCAC doubleheader.

“The girls have been very
laxed this week,” Cheek said. “We

know what they got and they know
we got.”

Look for the Aggies to use their
two best pitchers. Gina Weber,
the

Sports
eumt "t get much easier on

starter in the first game
and who is
as the top
pitcher
in conference, has allowed
only one run in NCAC play.
Lisa Howell is the other starter

pd *s no doubt that this is
the most important weekend of the

Hunter are the top hitters on the

first-place doubleheader showdown at 1:30 p.m. at the Arcata

season so far,” Coach Frank Cheek
said.

At press time the
and
slackssit at the top of the Northern
California Athletic Conference

standings with identical 12-2
records.
Davis (29-7 overall) is ranked
third in the nation with HSU (36-

8) sitting in the 11th spot. They

are ranked first and second in the
West :

“This is very important for the

conference race,” Cheek said.

“With only one at-large bid to the
regionals, it is important to win
every game we can.”
HSU and Davis have met three

times this season with the Aggies

taking three of four. In their most

for Davis.
ERA and
with 4.37
Trisha

She is 13-2 with a 1.03
is second behind Weber
strikeouts per game.
Reinhardt and Heather

Aggies. Reinhart is near the top in
every offensive category batting
.454 with 35 RBIs and seven
homeruns.
The ‘Jacks have won all four
games against Hayward this year.
The Pioneers (13-24 and 5-11 in
the NCAC) are led by Andrea

Ennis, who is a threat in both the
pitching circle and batter’s box.

jana

The 11th Annual Celebrity Dinner and Sports Auction
last
Wednesday
at Eureka Inn has been
called very successful
by the HSU
Athletic
With final expenses and revenues being released Monday, the
auction
has become the secondhighest revenue maker in the 11year history
of the event.
With more than $113,000 of

gross income raised during the
event, it will mark the fourth time

in five years in which the total has

surpassed the $100,000 mark.

An conene $27,000 will se
toward the event expenses.
profit of $86,000 will go ceed

supporting HSU athletics’ operat
ing expenses.
Associate Athletic Director

WEHOONeLaR

Reinhardt.

riors 3-0 and 14-4. In the second

Both

Davis

and

Hayward

couldn’t have come at a better time
for HSU, whois coming offa strong
performance against Stanislaus
State last rss

The ‘Jacks dismissed the Wargame, the "Jacks collected 23 hits.

HSU fans also got a good look at

senior Dawn
around.

Valenta’s

turn

Counted on at the beginning of

Going once, twice ... sold!
‘This list represents the 10 items which received the highest bids at
the HSU Athletics Sports Auction last week in Eureka. The auction

eared a net profit of about $86,000. The proceeds will go toward

the athletics department's operating expenses. Former Washington
Redskins quarterback Joe Theismann was the featured speaker.

Bid amount

1. Round trip to Caribbean (St. Maarten)
2.

Trip to New Orleans to see 49ers game

3.

Family vacation to Disneyland

"4.

Trip to 1997 Pro Bowl in Oahu
5. Vacation for six to Puerto Vallarta
6. Trip for two to Mazatlan
7. Five-day ski trip to Canadian Rockies
gfour
Maui for
n toon
-l
vacatio
8. Week
~ 9. Deluxe Humboldt Co. advertising package
10. Custom hot tub gazebo

$5,000
$3,000
$2,750
$2,500
$2,500
$2,500
$2,250
$2,000
$1,900
$1,850

Marty Coelho said Joe Theismann

will be remembered
as one of the
best celebrity
guests in the history
of the event.
“We were somewhat skeptical
since he was not a local
celebrity,”
Coelho said
ing to the
Theismann
did not play from one
of the franchises
in the San Fran-

ercnTe

Jamie Peterson steals second during Saturday's doubleheader sweep over Stanislaus State.

Sports auction deemed a success
By Jeff Viera

warelaty

Ennis is leading the conference
with a .473 average. Her 33 RBIs
and seven homeruns make her an
offensive threat similar to

cisco media market. “I think by the
time the event was over he had
into Joe
er
converted 350
Theismann fans.
Theismann touched on many
as expewell al
as on
ti
issues
motiva

TAGKSON GARLAND)
GRAPHICS
EDITOR
riences from his pisying ¢days.
Sometopicsincluded how the pronunciation of his name changed

the year as a team leader offand on
the field, Valenta struggled through
the first half offensively and in the
circle .
Since the beginnig of the
Hayward tournament, Valenta has
raised her average from .176 to a

.290 and has allowed three runs in
her last 26 innings.
On Saturday she continued to
improve her marks by pitching a
one-hit shutout in the first game
and hitting a homerun over the left
center field wall in the nightcap.

‘Chances Are’ good after
Johnny Mathis Invitational
oe

oe

Track and field Coach James
Williams has called this season
very successful for all who have

this season.
“We have had a lot of (personal records) set this year,” Williams said. “It has been a very

hard-working group and it is beginning to pay off.”
Williams islooking for moreof

the same this weekend at the
Golden Bear Track and Field
Meet in Berkeley. Competing

“This will give them the opportunity to see how they show
up on the measuring stick.”
The long distance
runners will
head north to the University of
The ‘Jacks continued to place

well at the Johnny Mathis Invitaee

a
led the way by post
ing a provisional qualifying mark
in the
9:17.41.
Sara Flores

with
a time of

and

Carrie

Mangiapane each posted per-

py several Division I schools,

sonal bests in the 3,000-meters.

“We are going to sacrifice
points and see how individual

Conference Athlete of the Week,

stro

well as Ryan Cummings in the

the "Jacks are looking at several
individual performers to make
their mark.
performers match up in their
events,” Williams said..

than have each competitor
in a numerous
events, Williams will put his top
performers in their strongest
event.

Clover Codd did the same in the
100- and 400- hurdles.
Joe Waters, who was named
Northern California Athletic
posted
a season best in the 200 as
400
The ‘Jacks did receive some
bad news this week when Keeta
Zimmerman declared ‘redshirt

status due to an injury.

DR OP-IN

NO DROP-IN BADMINTON ON
SUNDAY, APRIL 14th
Sunday

Basketball 12-2:30pm East Gym
Volleyball 12:15-2:45 West Gym
Badminton 2:30-5pm East Gym
Bring valid student ID

epyRuEee
oft

Sonoma St. 2-0 vs. CSU Hayward (4-1, 3-4)
CSU Chico 1-1 vs. CSU Stanisalus (7-3, 1-2)
UC Davis 2-0 vs. Sonoma St. (1-0 {9}, 6-5)
UC Davis 1-1 vs. SF State (0-1, 10-0)

HOURS

VOLLEYBALL/BASKETBALL/BADMINTON

z

CSU Hayward 2-0 vs. SF State (9-2, 12-7)

RECREATION
NEW DROP-IN SCHEDULE
Throughout Intramural Leagues
SWIMMING/KAYAKING
Mon./Wed. Swimming 7-8am _ Pool
and Fri.
12-lpm_ _ Pool
4-5pm _ Pool
Tues./Thurs. Swimming 7-8am __ Pool
4-5pm _— Pool
Wednesday Kayaking /7:30-9pm Pool
Sat./Sun.
Swimming 12-4pm
Pool

seRRster

~asaartis8se

i
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fe

Women'sTrack and Field Leaders
106-mater

1. Julia Demby (Davie)-2:12.96
2. Jill Pecider (Davis)-2:15.36
3. Sara Flores (HSU)-2:16.08

1. Corl Evans (Davie)-12.61

2. Jen Goodrich (Chico)-12.78
3. Marti MeCoy (HSU)-13.04

9. Sarah Dickerman (Davie)-1
10.000-moier

a-moies
1. Mart] McCoy (HSU)-26.04
2. Colles Carroll (Davis)-26.08
3. Cori Evans (Davis)-26.37

2. Jil Peckder (Davis)-4:30.00

S00-naiiee

S200 nein

3. C. Cannizzaro (HSU)-4:40.14

1. Jamila Demby (Davie)-57.74
2. Marti McCoy (HSU)-58.86
3. Cathy Prater (Davis)-59.87

1. Kristin Kabo (Davis)-37.11.81
2. Erica Greene (Stan)-37:26.11
3. Kim Souse (HSU)-57:48.00

1. Sara Flores (HSU)-0:50.86

1. Angela Orlando (Davis)18-02

2. Sally Pyle (Davis)-10:04.90
3. Sara Dickerman —

2. Keeta Zimmerman (HSU)-18-00

ae

$80 Community
Sign-up Deadline: April 10x

_ SIGN-UP NOW!

.

Crew set to make mark at state chamaplandialiih

tional
last weekend.
HSU sent all of its

meter courses in which the team
normally participates.
The ‘Jacks placed first in the
Women’s Lightweight Four and
Eight divisions
as well as in the
Intermediate Eight and Novice

rowers home with at least one first

Four.

The HSU crew team tuned-up
for the California State Champr-

onships by presenting
a strong performance at the Corvallis Invita-

Coach Robin Meiggs is hoping
the performance
will carry over to
the weekend where HSU will take

or second
place medal.
Corvalis
is a 1,000-meter sprint
compared
to the traditional 2,000-

part in the State Championships
held on Lake Natoma in Sacra-

mento.
It will be the second time this

season in which the ‘Jacks will parin an event on this course.

“This will give us a good chance
to see how we are doing,” Meiggs

TOURNAMENTS
WOMEN’S SLO- PITCH
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
When:
April 20&21
Cost: $45 Student team

*

($15.96 List)

Plus Cassettes

On
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April 10,1906
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paper is due tomorrow,

ob ce open ll midnight

4¢
| Late Night Copies
Self-serve
copiers. Tpm to Midnight,

Sunday through Thursday.

a

10% Student Discount with Student [.D.
Open 7 Days

16th & G St. ARCATA 822-8712

nod

“es

KINKO'S
the copy center

Now Serving
Lunch Again!

Offensive Coordinator Scott Ricardo, right, gets an up-close look at next season's offensive line.

Questions surround football
team as spring practice begins
get the players thinking

je ne
Just when you thought it was

safe to roam the football Bld without having to dodge 6°4” 270Se

aa
and it shows us who
has stayed in shape or hasimproved
over the off season. It also gives us
a chance to look at new players.”
Withanumber
of offensive starters returning from last season, the
t position to

Te HSU foil team beg
its
spring practice this
i

be tight

end where All-American

Nine newcomers, 25 redshirt
freshmanand
31 letter winners will
coaching
staff throughout April.
“Spring practices are put tofor a number
of reasons,”
Head Coach Fred Whitmire
said.

as well as their Defensive
positions
Coordinator
Steve Carson to the
World League of American
Football. Whitmire
said they are now

in the final year of the Northern

be analyzed in practice by the

Humboldt

The ‘Jacks lost several at key

Green

wepatersanit rcoess in

11:30 - 2 p.m.

Tha Sachatare coe looking fo
opponent
for next season.
As it stands, HSU has
i
games on the schedule —

of

which are at home. Whitmire
ex-

will

On the other side of the ball,
defense is
ing in which the
coaching
staff needs to addressby
filling player voids as well as findEa

nepesalliidiainiigpecrowe

aot

and Friday

Next year’s schedule will be
similar
to this season.
The "Jacks will take another trip
to Montana
Tech on Sept. 7. The
homecoming
game will
be Oct. 5
sgainst UC Davia.

With the NCAC expected
to be
disbanded after next year, it hsa
not been determined which
conferernce
if any, the “Jacks will

Apartments
“3

A
26-760"

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

$445 to $595 per mo.
3 Bedroom

Shared Units

to $270 pe
$250

1021 "I" St. ARCATA
CA 95621

We now

serve

SUSHI

at the Depot
Monday - Saturday
11:00 - 7:00

x Closed Sunday

1935
H St.

_}
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Anderson hoping to finish in style
‘Te
weae?

ae

ByMetKrpeiok

he went into last weekend ranked second in the NCAA
Division II in the 3,000-meter
e

he ran on the track team and pro-

ceeded to break South Fork High
School’s freshman record in

mile.
The record was a sign of things
to come, as Anderson
broke the

class mile record
every
Anderson
said one

ing second best.
“Every time I get intoa race,” he

nomen

ern

in
steeplechase
on his home track, an
event that Anderson cites as his

most fulfilling experience at HSU
so far.

ofhis crown-

ing achievements
in high school
ee

Ss

said, “I want to do anything I can

oa
‘ee

to win.”
The Redway native has taken a
roundabout
route to being one of
the fastest runners in the country.

Heran only one race in junior high
school — for reasons other than
one might think.
“I raced only because there was

this girl I liked in the race and I

by many colleges

high echocl, bet HSU had slegup
on the com
“A lot of schools recruited me,”
Anderson said, “but Coach (Dave)

Wells was the only coach who personally talked to me. I really re-

that.”

Even though he beat the girl in

close to home was another aspect that Anderson was
looking for in a college.

that race, Anderson still had no

“I like where I live,” he said, “I

wanted to beat her to show her
how fast I was,” Anderson said.

intention ofrunning
in high school.
He instead went out for the football team — ashort-lived endeavor.
“Some big dude kept picking on
me,” he said.

Anderson left the football team
and started running cross country

to get in shape for basketball.
“Our whole cross country team
was our basketball team,” he said.

Anderson only began to be excited about running when the cross
country team almost qualified for
the state championships his freshman year. After basketball season,

Nerthtown

like to be able to go home.”
It didn’t take long to make a
splash in HSU athletics, hitting
conference qualifying marks in
three events
his freshman track season.
“Track is more my sport,” he
said, “but I’m stoked on cross

country because it teaches dedication.”
Dedication has been the key to
Anderson’s success in both cross
country and track. He was named
“Most Valuable Runner” by his
teammates after his senior season

“I just want to keep my life an
adventure,” he said. “I want there

to always be something on the ho-

rizon. I like when life is intense.”
After graduating from HSU,

Anderson plans to play basketball
at the College of the Redwoods for
a season and then to travel to Eu-

rope next spring.

“I want to live in Europe and

learn a new language and a new

lifestyle,” he said.
If Anderson sounds like a an
adventerous individual, he is do-

ing what he has set out to accomplish.
“I’m proud that I’ve had the
chance to have a well-rounded experience,” he said.

Rio Anderson has made his presence felt as a HSU track and
field member as well as being star on the cross country team.

Launderette
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eee
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KEITH SHEFFIELD/
SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER
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14th

april 19
the veterans hall
& j street, arcata

Genuine Draft

ON LINE

Sierra Nevada
Pale Ale

$.75

$1.50 $3.50

$1.25 $2.25 $5.50

PURPLE HOOTERS $1.50/shot

BECAUSE SOMETIMES
WE RUN OUT.
THE

METRO

9
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School needs to provide
gun storage security
HSU does not allow students to kee
in their
rooms for
reasons and last week eight guns
valued at $3,850 were stolen from the gun locker in the
ee
iven the area, it is not surprising that some students have guns they use for Tounait

or recreation

shooting. Itis also reasonable for the school to request

that guns should be kept in a secure locker, outside of

A.

the halls. —
The housing department is reviewing its current
storage system and UPD is offering storage for guns
and ammunition for the rest of the semester.
The housing department should be commended for

~

\\

revising its course of action for storing guns and UPD
for offering storage to students.
However, if the school wants residents to keep their
ns in a locker, it needs to be secure. The school

should also offer insurance for students’ property in
case a theft does occur. Students are only required to
sign a release of liability for the school. If the school
does not want to be held accountable, give students

the choice whether or not to insure their guns.
Ifthe school cannot eve the safety ofthe guns,
not — isa monetary loss at stake, but personal safety
wel .
is as
Students may decide a more secure option is to hide
a gunin their dorm rooms. If the school wants to keep
the residence halls gun free and requires students to
hand over their weapons, then there should be no
doubt about the security of the lockers or the loss of

property.

Hey, do you know the professor's office hours?
Man, he croaked three years ago...

Flogging the Bishop

An ancient solution to a’90s problem
Ww

This week I'm deviatingfrom

my
iti
subject matter to
delve into one of America’s
last taboos and

In a culture where sex is the carrot on a
string for the vast majority of advertising,
it’s ironic masturbation
is only spoken
Sexuality class behind closed
doors. I watch a lot of TV and I have yet to

fF,

I ain’t talking about chewing tobacco, if

you get my meaning.

If you are
, relative
or just an
old-fashi
person, I encourage you to

see an American Express commercial
featuring a single man buying a VCR and a

bottle
of Chivas
buying
a box full

screams ona

war

ingon sexual debauchery, mail fraud and
the like. More importantly, I've been dying
to see the word “pussyfooting” os in a newspaper, so with that personal 1goal behind

David Chrisman
“solo performances”
are a thorn in the side
of the safe-sex movement. Medically speak

ing, itis morelikely that blindneasis caused
by a lack of

pleasuring,

why I always go out of my way to buy beer

really safe sex. sex.”

the
for I've

Woody Allen once said, “Don’t knock
masturbation, it’s sex with someone I love.”

For me, it's sex with someone who doesn’t

have a boyfriend
or a fetish for roses and

good hair. It's affordable, consistent, and
100 percent safe unless you share a room

with a light sleeper or have an outdoor

ee

‘not-so-wild

ves have 15-minute

fatead which deat, bon T lapels.

men

whoesay
and those
mastur
bat

life — the rest is just details.

around the bush (no pun intended) when I

either liars or lepersor

the. "90s and let's face it — masturbationis 1thWomen,
grade.

Svegiinn Sages alot of

To this day I’m not sure if they're lying or
are just really good at keeping secrets.

At that point it’s over. CD’s that were
borrowed are returned, the summer vaca-

tion to Costa Rica is canceled and social
confrontations
are reduced to “the nod”.
Sometimes Ill be walking around school
and out of nowhere Ill see Spanky hiding

behind lampposts,
sneaking into a crowd,

ucking into the Forestry building, doing
anything to avoid “the nod” that says, “I
know,
pal ... I know.”

All men masturbate and those who say they don’t are
either liars or lepers or my friend Monty who
somehow beat a polygraph test in the 10th grade.
God. I’ve caught a few of my
Pee-Wee Herman's favorite

dance, (and

ain’t talking about the one where everyone

equila”) and it's an awkward con-

Last I heard, Spanky was finalizing
to be a Park

and became

ing in the bathroom

k, matter-of-factly.

just now?” I
D

my hair,” Spanky says.

«it looked really good,”

blind

I Nerthere

looks

in one eye. It’s hard to

mend
a relationship

terms and it was

on the other hand, tend to beat

I've been “pumping my own
—
inquire about the inordinate amount of
childhood
od andI'm proud to say I stillhave
4-54 batteries that scatter their dwellings

him in checkmate. .

a

thing’. Some have even of-

my friend
who scosehow beat a pobaene
ih tat la the

vision and
= = SS
I think mothers who tell their
dren that they'll go blind after too many

greene

ee

Sesak preciowioeh us

and
I think

masturbation
has one fatal flaw: you could

polled a lot of my male friends and,
,

a

j.'s

I've given it alot of

ived.

vi

:
I feel bad joking about something
that
forestry majors take 90 seriously, but this is
-

why everyone and their mother has genital
warts.

me, I can now address the topic of mastur-

bation, or to be politically correct, “really,

single
D-cell batteries and a
detachable
shower head. And we wonder

panky answers, turning beet red.
“Then, ifit looked so good, why do you
haveatowel
wrapped around your head?”
Spanky overplayed his Bishop and I had

that ended
on such

hard for Spanky,

who, in a matter of seconds went from

ing

the happiest man in the world to a

ial

outcast with a bad nickname.
» wherever
you are, whatever
you're doing, it’s OK, pal. It’s OK.
Chrisman is a journalism senior.

OPINION

Wednesday, April 10, 1996

Letters to the editor
Lack of working
class leaves
college
grads jobless

Should undercover police be
placed in the residence halls?
“No. It seems like
it’s an
infringement on
civil rights.”

“No, | don't
think

The March 27 issue of The Lumberjack

detailing the new grads’ grim job prospects contrasts

with the situationI

In that same era, dheve were a dozen

American com

making televisions

— brands like Dumont, Emerson, Sylvania,
Philco, to name a few. There were also

firms like Fisher, Harmon Kardon and
Sherwood which produced hi-fi components in the United States. Today they're

JEREMIAH JOYNER

social work sophomore

shells with U.S. names but factories in

economics junior

Korea, Japan or Malaysia. In those days,
hand tools were made in America, not

“If you're
breaking the
law you should

“No, | feel it’s
unethical.”

a
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it

wr.

Sa

tient

oh

Rg
te
pg
“

whether you're SHANA OBERG
business
on or off
administration
campus.”
“No, because
it’s an

a
eae
ree

2

2

resident

China. Ninety-five
percent ofautomobiles
sold in the
were made here. In
short, there was a huge blue collar manufacturing base under girding the American

economy.

It may come as a surprise to those who

CAGIGAS

sports medicine senior

Arrests threaten students’
and community’s future
Asaconcermed, law
residentof
Arcata (notan HSU student), I was deeply
saddened to read of the arrests of six students for selling marijuana.* My concern,

however, is not the fact that marijuana
circulates the campus , but rather the fact that
die Sabine 6 liuie eenabiers ot oar cea
munity
are threatened.

I cannot imagine why the UPD would
feel the least bit satisfied with its “work,”

seeing as how the value of these students’

write those economics
texts, but if thereis
no blue collar work force, there is no need

education and aspirations
far surpasses the

for a white collar class.
It saddens me to meet bright young students who identify themselves
as business
majors. Do they speak Japanese, Chinese
or Malay? Because that’s where American
business has gone.
Until this generation comes to the realization that elders have given away their
birthright (theright work and hatwithjobs there can be no

I ann writing to unge the UPD and the

cami economy, the situation will
not change. We can look forward to more
ee
ore ene magne
future graduates.

Sacramento

to student voices
Students are powerful politically. Our
activism created the current political climate where fee increases are no longer politically viable. Give credit where credit is

due. Students are finding creative ways to
affect change on a statewide level.
Many shady
in Sacramento
would prefer that students not have a voice
in university affairs.
The California State Student Association is leading a
against Senate
Bill 225, which seeks to
the abilityof
students to fund political or ideological activities
student fees. The Supreme
Court has ruled that such a limitation is
unconstitutional (Rosenberger vs. Rector

and Visitors of the University of0 Virginia.)
It’s obvious
— students are
on

ed.

Students have an imperative to point out
deficiencies
in our political
system. Who
dlas cain 0 ha site cole
one in five
students who qualify for a Cal Grant? Who
else will keep the state and the CSU from
deeper into our pockets
year?

Wh ce wl igh

prose

marijuana.

campus administrators to think of these
students as human beings who made one

small mistake. The war on drugs cannot
win if the citizens feel victimized and betrayed
by its policies. Do not judge these
students too harshly. Their futures, the

trust and faith the community has in your

work is in your hands.

Abigail Sturm
Arcata resident
“See editor's
note on page 33.

Inanera where both ofthe major political

listens

litical clout and some peop

evil of a few mere grams of

Private voting booths needed
to protect political process

Jay M. Davis,
M.D.
Student Health Center
ADRIAN

Ted Muhlhauser
political science senior
CSSA representative

faced in the °60s. In those heady days,
recruiters descended like vultures on college campuses looking for talent they could

AMANDA ROBINSON

Humboldt county

CSSA can be an awesome political force.
Next time you have a chance to get invelvedin guuasabeadier. remember that
citizens are supposed to run our system,
not fat cat bureaucrats.
Meow!

train for their businesses

should be on
campus.”

“Sure, if you're
doing things
legally you have
nothing to fear
from an
undercover cop.”

© ZS

vee

and

parties employ tactics that di
tire groups of citizens from voting,

enit

my
voted
and they could see who I voted for. How
long will it be before someone is fined $100
oe
ee
ee
as voting booths fail to protect
Pe
of my vote I will be votto do the same.
It is the right ofevery American citizen to
privately cast a vote where it is free from
intimidation, coercion and reprisal. How
long will it be before gangs of activist start
around inside
voting areas to intimidate
to vote for this
candidate or that so that drug laws or other
laws will not be enforced?
Without
this basic right to vote in private

catsinct@aas

lose confidence in

Two-thirds of the
th
oot

voon — ble

woe

voters do
eputy

them from the polls — it is
So many people think

which

beape

disgut!
officialsno

equality on our campuses
Re
ae
a
alates a.
less the students
find a way to make them

longer represent them and these disenfran-

care. With 320,000 aoe

See Letters,
page 33

Ne ne

i

nsec

behind us,
oa nenene

——

—

chised citizens, now clearly
a “landslide”

Guest
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Tell me how unfair this is: Recently,

six students had their luck run out when
they were arrested
for selling
marijuana.*
Any student here who has ever
t,
sold or smoked pot, has to realize that it
could have been them. It could have just
as easily been youorme. The cop caught
six. Six out of how many?
Pi ites oe ey ee > ee la
Especiallyin the case
of seling an egal drug, the conseuences of our actions are not forgotten.
t how many of us think we'll ever get

80 methingso many ofus do or contribute to.
It’s just not fair.

Hutson is a political science junior
“Editor's Note: One student was arrested
for the cultivation of marijuana, one ‘oi
the
ion of marijuana, one for t
sale of LSD and three
for the sale of
marijuana.

block of voters, may ultimately
decide

to challenge the legitimacy
of the government
on every
levl.
The Humboldt County

Board of

“a
course, what matters isn’t whether

we'll get

: but why “the bust” still

a

U. Let's just

at

will. Because lots of
ee
eee
Tahal a

do it doesn’t

many pene coped

ee ingan mucting
aly

or both,fet done
oere-:
or
aren’t
hr

vice to the schoolor the community

don’t think
So,

seling
icaly

to minors
is OK).
speaking, ifthe

coers ond a a ee tide:er ser
students and faculty members
would be
left? Not a whole lot would be my bet. If
this is true, then

are those
six stu-

dents getting

for the rest of us?

The rest
of us get spared
and have the
chance to

mag

our ways.

pny

versity like everyone is

ey

boasting,

then the students
need to figure outa

ay

ee

eee

proper consequences

er

ir actions,

not what the administration
and police

Certeihaahon
we Sais our
on dis eco
known now, when the police come back
for six more next semester, it will already

be understood
that we won't tolerate the

expulsion of any student for such

Don’t let these students suffer for

nt of Rehabilitation

refuses aid over fine print
TheU.S. Department
of Rehabilitation was set up by the California
Congress to help the disabled and people
who were i
to receive an
education and find em
I have been a client for close to four

years. As a disabled student the department has been helping me attend

© continued from page 32

college
by paying the fees.

Ihave never cheated the department
or took unfair advantage
ofits generos-

ity or said a cross word until now.
This week a letter was sent to me
which stated that I did not return the

itemized receipts for books and sup-

plies to the department
and therefore I

private voting booths in the November general election, and in all future
elections.
Bill Quinn
Bayside resident

Use real professors
instead
of video tapes
So you want to make the world of

do you Mr.
HSU a bit impersonal
college of
the
of
Lee H. Bowker, dean
whatever? Well, to quote a slightly

Bart Simpson,
outdated philosopher,
“Eat my shorts man.” Do you think I
cameall the way up here from Central
California, leaving a great job and
friends behind, justso I could watch
history lectures on a video?
TV education, I would
Iflwanteda

have just stayed home and watched

PBS for the rest of my life. Icame here

specifically because I was told that
the class sizes were smaller and more
I have found this to be true.
personal.
Now you propose to change it? My
advice to you in regards to my education is
off
r
Barna
feclaredbas G. Keiste
juni

‘

am no longer eligible to receive funds.
inquiries
I found out I am
not alone. Throughout California,

thousands
of clients have been systematically
taken off the roles.
Before finals last semester the desent out letters informing
the
clients that before we could get a check
to purchase books, the department
wanted to know exactly what books we
would need for the following semester

This was not easy to deal with: I had

to go to the HSU Bookstore and go
through computer lists to find out what
books
were necessary.
Theletter
I had received wasa threepage long list of instructions
and several pages of forms.
Usually the
t sent checks
withoutany
forms for books; but this is

a
i
and the good
folks there
t we were cheating
the
and changed
the rules.
I
the instructions. I talked
with my adviser and everything
seemed
to be in order — 80 I thought.
The department
claims the instructions for the return of the itemized
receipts were printed in the original
letter. These receipts were to be returned by Feb. 1. The department
sent the letter this week.
I don’t understand why the letter

Statf
by

Sandra

Column
Redmond

informing me of my eligibility didn’t

come until after the March 26 primary.

If the instructions were there, I did not

see them.
I requested to see a copy of this letter

and particular instructions, as I believe

they must have been printed in very
small print. I was denied any access to
another copy.
When these checks are issued they
are made out to the bookstore as well as
the client. The checks cannot be spent

anywhere else. A spokeperson has explained to me that there is a concern

the students are buying clothing and
candy with the checks.
The HSU Bookstore will not allow state money from
the department be spent on clothing,

candy or any other non-related academic items.
The dire consequence is that a person withoutacomplete
education does

not have a chance to find gainful em-

ployment. Without completed education, a low-income person will not be
able to pay student loans back.

This is a dirty, underhanded deal to

perpetrate on people who only want a
chance to find a way for themselves.
The first step ina situation
like this is
to contact a supervisor. Suna Flores is
in charge of the Eureka office as wellas

the Napa office. She can be reached at
(707) 253-4924 or by writing her at
1001 Second St., Suite 245, Napa,

Calif. 94559. Or contact the Client
Advocate Program in Belmont. The
toll free number is 1-800-427-1088.

The third step is to contact
me at The
Lumberjack. We need to start a coalition before these bureaucrats destroy
our lives before they start.
Redmond is a journalism junior.

FAST FUNDRAISER — Raise
Caso in § dage — Cronies, grouse,
clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,

OPPORTUNITIES

HELP WANTED FOR FALL—
Apply at HSU BOOKSTORE.
CALIFORNIA STATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
REPRESENTATIVE FOR 1996-

97—$1200

per year stipend.

Associated

Students
for HSU student

Opinion at a statewide level.
Requires travel on a monthly basis

to other CSU campuses. Contact
Freida Ravasco, A.S. President,

826-5415.

Application deadline:

Friday, May 3.

TWO
PUBLIC
RELATIONS
COORDINATOR POSITIONS

FOR 1996-97—$600
stipends per
year. Coordinate and implement
public information aspect of the
Associated Students, and serve
as

elections

commissioners.

Desire students with a strong
interest in student affairs. Contact
Frieda Ravasco, A.S. President,
826-5415. Application deadline:
Friday, May 3.

SUMMER STAFF NEEDED IN
THE SIERRA NEVADA MTNS:
One hour northwest
of Lake Tahoe
in the Lakes Basin Recreation
Area.
Counselors, supervisors,

lifeguards, canoe instructors and
Experience

4 BEDROOM HOUSE, partly
furnished. Washer and dryer,
double
guess
no
pets,
references. Available 6/1, rent
$1000, security $800, 3050

THRILL:

Haeger. 822-5064.

SEA
KAYAK,
SAILING
LESSONS. Full moon and high

tide kayak events
$20. Used sea
kayaks,

new
parts
and
. Adventures
on the
bay. Hum-Boats 444-3048
51

TAROT,
ASTROLOGY,
NUMEROLOGY READINGS.
RESOLVE THOSE BURNING
QUESTIONS!
25
years
experience. $30 perhour. Salina
Rain 443-1912.
accepted

Visa/MC

ROB WADE

MAKE BIG MONEY helping qualify
one or several progressive ballot

HELP WANTED FOR FALL—
Apply at HSU BOOKSTORE.

For more information call 1-206971-3550 ext. C60473.
5/8

measures for the California
November elections. Measures

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK

Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching

health insurance reform, medical
Marijuana and others. Average

basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No

pay is $10-25/hour. Very flexible
hours.

background

or Asian

languages
required.
For
information call (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.
5/8
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING—
Entry level & career positions
available

worldwide

(Hawaii,

Mexico,
Caribbean,
etc.).
Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and

more.

Call

Resort

Employment Services 1-206-9715/8

Call Dan 826-1369.

ALASKA
Students

EMPLOYMENT—
needed!
Fishing

industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+

per month.
Room and board!
Transportation! Male or female.

No experience necessary.
(206) 971-3510 ext A60473.

Call
se

$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
301-306-1207
8/8

FOR JUDGE.

renovated en W/D, ref. required,

no pets.
1

SALE—Bikes,

EQUIPMENT

canoe,

bedroom

unfurnished,

PRIVATE, SUPER CLEAN 1
BEDROOM
DUPLEX
in
Sunnybrae.
Yard and decks.

April 20, 10-2pm, benefit

for Six River Paddling Club at

Adventures
Edge 10th & F, Arcata.

no pets, available now.

Summer

discounts. 822-9310.

FOR
MACINTOSH

SALE
COMPUTERS.

Reconditioned units with 3 month
warranty. Great starter systemw/

software. Clean SE/30 5mb RAM/
40mb HD, $6000+ new in 1991!

HSU CHEER SQUAD will be
having Spring tryouts April 15 - 16.
For more info call 825-7952.

CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH
GROUPS, April 15, May 13, Arcata,
cise, Voeme samen ® all levels/
. Teacher native France, 25
aus experience, 822-0528.
ARCATA

RECYCLING

COMMUNITY

CENTER

suggested donation is $2

PUNK

BUD’s MINISTORAGE
HAS YOUR
SIZE—Storage that is! Available

RECORDS

AND

CD's.

Early 80's, most like new, $5 each.
822-6399.

822-8511.

FISHING EQUIPMENT —Rods,

waders $10 and up. Steve

822-5326.

APPLE COLOR
brand new, full
compatible. Will
Leave message

now 4x6to 10x10. Avoid the rush;
reserve yours now. Cail for details!

ONE SCANNER
year
fey
sacrifice
for
826-1939.

Mek (e
DRUMMER
looking
_for
professional sounding and acting
bassist and guitarist for progressive
rock, fusion
and more. Been playing
for sixteen years. Lets jam soon!
826-1513.

ATTENTION!
The Lumberjack is looking for a few good artists to join its ranks and assist in producing superior and enticing art
to adorn the pages of Arcata’s only weekly newspaper. If you are interested, please call us at 826-3271, drop us an
e-mail message at “thejack@axe.humboldt.edu” or stop by Nelson Hall East 6.
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accepts

your used motor oil and oil filters.
The oil can be redeemed for 16
cents per galion. The oil
station is open Monday thru
Saturday, 9-4:30pm and the

114/80 Color system w/13" monitor
$3000 new, $595. Classic
Il 4/80
Baw
$2400 new, used
less than 1 month! $395. 443-

reels,

NOTICES

GET YOUR FEDERAL AND
STATE TAXES DONE by alicensed
tax preparer starting at $10. Call

Water paid. $435, 1 year lease,

kayaks,

accessories, Yakima Kokatat
, camping equipment and

more.

Available 6/1, $1,060.

For $445 w/ shoulder
bag. MacLC

YARDSALE
OUTDOOR

APARTMENT,

MACS, MACS, MACS, MACS
THE
ee
Macintosh
consulting & repair. Used Macs
bought & sold. Jim Elferdin
677-342
k,1.

»

3600 Ext.R60472.

include campaign finance reform,

Pick the issues you like!

3 BEDROOM

PERSONALS

322-0642 for an application.

teaching

"eres «

23

views. Now leasing. 822-3322.

on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies.
World
travel.
available. No experience necessary.

we

STUDENTS WE NEED YOUR
APPLICATIONS. The
Center Board of Directors is
for student
Board members.
Letters of
application addressed to Board
Chair Mark Patia at the University
Center Director's Office are due
by 5pm Wednesday , April 24,
1996. For details call the Directors
Officeat 826-4878.
a

TOWNHOMES

Walk or bicycle to University. One,
two & three bedroom
units. Builtin appliances, microwaves,
garages, decks with pleasant

EXCELLENT PAY! Homeworkers
needed!
Over 400 companies
need homeworkers/distributors
NOW!
Amazing recorded
message gives details. 814-4895404 Ext. 139, 24 hours.

activity specialists.

REN!

ALDER CANYON

working with girls
. Tent/
camp food plus salary. Call (702)

Seasonal & full-time employment

.

no financial

(800) 862-1962
ext. 33

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

Eam up to $2000+/month working

>

easy —

FOR

THIS WEEK
M

i
us

C

hosts
the traditional Irish musicof Center, ’ will be held at noon
ae

po to midnight

ng

7

con-

for the HSU

cert

sh O

ery sea 9
m. to midnight Friday at
Celebration

Hall in Arcata.

vi featurin

ipidaiis

pads bem alia lore “onrah

Pp

runs 5:30-7:30 am.

a

Center for Appropriate Technol.

SY: 826-3551.
¢ “Lanthanide Shift Re-

at 2 p.m. Sunday and continues

———

tee

oe for edinlesion oa

Environmental Protection Infor-

mation Center, Campus Center for

Appropriate Technology and the
HSU Recycling Program.

e Café Mokka hosts the Greek
music of Kefi 8:30 p.m. Saturday.
No cover charge. 822-2228.

¢ Deep Forest Pizza hosts Graf-

fiti 9 p.m. to midnight Saturday

and Marimba Magic 7 p.m. Sunday in Blue Lake. 668-5933.
¢ The Depot hosts the folk funk
of Gravyboat aT
8 p.m.
Thursday, sponso:
Center

Arts and KRFH 610OAM. Admission is free.

¢ Eureka Inn hosts John Raczka

and Sam Maez 5:30-9:30 p.m.

Thursday,

and

the

Darius

Brotman Trio 8 p.m. to midnight

Friday and Saturday in the Palm
Lounge. Note 4 Note

°

i

oS

Egan, ||
agents,” atalk by Veronica

at Celebre. dona- DS A
the
through
Hall in Arcata.A $5-10

ion I

S

and Donald Barry,
vaniger
incola Wachtel, Delphiniun

Blue and Mike Craighend begins

66a

p

rms

Friday and Paul Kasberg and Matt
De Catt Saturday 9:30 p.m. to 1
a.m. in the Rathskeller. No cover
charges.

¢ Humboldt Brewery hosts
*s Daughter Friday and
Svaha
at9:30
p.m. Cover
charge is $3. 826-2739.
¢ The Jambalaya hosts Blue
Diamond Door Thursday, Back

Row Kings Friday and Note 4
Note Saturday. Show times vary;
expect to arrive by 9 p.m. Cover
c
a
$4-5. 822-4766.
°S
ide Pub and Eatery

today in Sci-

Peace Corps P presentation
by Anthony Ambrose, who was an
environmental officer in the South

Pacific island of Tonga, will be
given 6-7:30 p.m. Thursday in
Harry Griffith Hall 225.
¢ “Internet A La Carte:
Humanities/Entertainment,” a
free demonstration of Internet and
electronic resources, will be held

7-8:30 p.m. Thursdayin Founders
Hall 118, sponsored by volunteers
from the HSU Library.

¢ “Technology,

presentation by Bob Chapman,

ence teaching English in Nepal,

17.

recyclingand will be given 5:30-7 p.m.

remaking workshop will be held _ in Wildlife 206

A

|

Admission ia $4.

° A free

Work

10, 1996

Thursday
in Nelson Hall West who will speak about his experi-

The Humboldt Ssturday. No cover charge. 822- 292. 826-3341.

Calypso Band per-

-

Ecology,

Culture
and Society,”
a presentation by Jerry Mander of the Public
Media Center, will be given 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Kate Buchanan
Room.
¢ “Genetics of life cycle variation among Mexican salamanders,” a lecture by Randall

Voss, will be given 4 p.m. Friday

in Natural Resources 101.
¢ “Modified poly-pyridines
and their application to sitespecific catalysis, photoconductivity and extended metal-metal
interactions,” a presentation by
Vince Catalano of the University
of Nevada at Reno, will be given at
4 p.m. Friday in Science
A 564.
¢ “Culturally Speaking,” a free
workshop with storyteller Diane
Ferlatte, starts at noon Friday
outside the Multicultural Center.

ks
Cc

f th
Oo

Humperdink’s

“Hansel and

Bizet’s er.

’s “The Tender Lane”

“A Little Night
= —:
runs8 p.m.
workshop
The
usic.”

Friday and Saturday in Gist Hall

wee

There, Tickets ars $4 gener

Cal State Hayward 1 p.m. Saturday at the Arcata Sports

mantic thriller play, runs 8 p.m.

and Saturday at
Thursday, Friday
is $2 general,$1 students.
Complex. Admission
The HSU Baseball Club plays the University of Oregon 10 || the North Coast Repertory The-

are available at the
atre. Tickets

%M- Sunday at the Arcata Ball Park. Admission is free.

Works in Arcata and Eureka. 442-

History and Rememberance

in Founder's : Hall || NCRTp.m. Sunday eas
6 eee
“Schindler's
: Titialoas
° The oets’ Poets’ at the Jam fea iwiner sBlaList”vilashows
"

tured readers’ series continues

can teach you about riding a bike,” a

Jambalaya. Pat McCutcheon and
Ruth Mountaingrove perform.
Cover charge is $2.

eswill follow the film.
ofthe] of the Holocaust
inee
rememberance
For more information call 822-7456.
inside

e “What

8:30

p.m.

lecture by physics student Darren Kraker, will be given 4 p.m.
Monday in Science A 475. Kraker, an avid mountain biker,
sheds light on principles such as gyroscopic action,

the University of California at
Berkeley and Oregon State
University, runs § a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday in Founders Hall 118.
The event is sponsored by the
American Fisheries Society and

The Wildlife Society. 822-3691.

¢ Senegalese West-African

drum and dance workshops by
dancer Alassane Kane and
drummer Abdoulaye Diakite will
be held Saturday and Sunday

afternoon at the Mateel Community Center
in Redway. Admission

is $15. Call 923-2642 for times.
e A free bread baking workshop for beginners gets cooking

¢ A Peace Corps slide show

Technology. 826-3551.

An open house

Storyteller Dianne Ferlatte
gives performances in the Kate

Buchanan Room.

Time

is Winding Up,” will be given 8
p-m. Friday and “African
Folktales” will be performed 2
p.m. Saturday. Costumes, light-

ing and music enhance the event.
Tickets are $12 general, $8
students, seniors and children, for

the first event and $6 and $4 for the
second, available at the UC Ticket
Office. 826-3928.

¢ “Oleanna,” a two-actor play

about a female student bringing

charges against her professor for
abusive behavior, presented
by the
Pacific Art Center, shows 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday
and April 19

and 20 at the World Premiere
Theatre,

617

Fourth

Eureka. Admission is $8.

St.

in

an organization “dedicated to empowering women through wilderness experience” will be held 7-9
p.m. Friday in the Founders Hall
Green and Gold Room. A slide
show, discussion and refreshments

are

,
e An Eco-Unity Community

Walk, an Earth Week awareness

event, starts 9 a.m. Saturday at
Sequoia Park, on W Street, in Eureka. Participants will distribute
pro-environmental door hangers
in the community. Speeches from
County Supervisor Julie Fulkerson
and former U.S. Congressman
Dan
Hamburg kick off the event. 4419833.
e A hike at Prairie Creek Redwood State Park will round
through the James Irvine, Clintoniaand Miners Ridge trails, hosted
by the Sierra Club. Meet 8:30 a.m.
Sunday in the Uniontown parking
lot at 7th and F Streets in Arcata.
Sign-up at 443-9610.
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§13 J St

20% Discount on Parts to students

with HSU/CR I.D.

bikes available

~ Exp 4-19-96~

(two doors north of Cafe Mokka)

TT WAS COME TO MY
ATTENTION THAT 4O%
OF YOUR SICK DAYS ARE
ON FRIDAYS AND MONDAYS.
THIS IS UNACCEPTAGLE.
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PLEASE
TELL ME
HE WAS

WELCOME ‘TO
WELL, KIO.

at the

Bag

3-5 p.m. Friday at the Campus
Center for Appropriate Technology. Reuse your envelopes in creative ways. 826-3551.
e “Riparian Zones: Ecology
and
t,” a free conference, which includes speakers from

Tuesday

Grab

aerodynamic drag and stability.

ence,” a workshop by the Career

0 eal

from

atthe UC Ticket Office. 826-3928.

e “How to Find a Summer Job

in Natural Resources and Sci-

scenes

musical

neon

A bat, a ball and four bases

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday
at the
Campus Center for

826-3364.

opera workshop, by the

sibU cote dapmuneet
Gretel,”
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Administrators, Faculty, Staff, and Students

Here’s the short list of what KHSU-FM gives you:
The Acoustic Lunchbox

The Grateful Dave Show

Marian McPartland’s Piano Jazz

Afropop Worldwide
All Things Considered
Alternative Review
Artwaves
Ask Dr. Science
Black Mass

The Grateful Dead Hour
Harry Shearer's Le Show
Health Talk
Homer J 1/8 a Day Show
The Jazz Club
Jazz Matinee

Blues Brew

Midweek Music
Monday Night Eclectic .
The Monday Night Folk Show
Moming Edition
Mountain Stage
Moviola

Jazz Notes

Music Makers

Blues In G

Jomama’s Blues

Bob
Bookworm

The KHSU Home Page
Ken Nordine’s Word Jazz

The Califomia Report

Know

A Classic Monday Moming Experience

National Native News
Native Voices

New Age with Ramona

Your Exits

New Dimensions

North Coast AIDS Update

Classical Sandwich
Community Calendar
The Dawn Concert
Detroit Symphony
Dub Up That Kazzzooo
Earth & Sky
Eco

A Musical Offering

Kind Music with Bud

Car Talk

Saint Paul Sunday

San Francisco Symphony
Sharetime
Showtunes
Sista’s Place

Northcoast News
One World
The Owl & Pusevcat
Pacifica Radio News
Pastime with Good Company
A Prairie Home Companion

S.A.

News

Live A-cat’d Reggae

Enough Hope to Hang Your Hat On
Ethnic Excursions

:

Lunatic Fringe
Mad River Anthology

Rabbit Ears Radio

Redwood Earlines
The Rhythm Method

Your Saving Grace

Please help out with our annual Spring Membership Drive, which begins todeyl
Call 826-4805

ond make your pledge of support for the most diverse selection on your vedio dial.

You get all of the above — music from baroque to punk and all steps in between, local news and public affairs, national programs from National Public Radio, Public
Radio International, and Pacifica—and more. The list also includes free tickets and new promotional CD releases, announcements of upcoming events and other public
service information. We're on the air 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. We operate our station with over 120 volunteers, who provide you with almost
every minute of our local programming and monitor almost all of our satellite programming. We have three translators for service to outlying areas, s0 in addition
to our

signal on 90.5 FM, you can also hear KHSU on 88.7 in Willow Creek, 89.1 in Ferndale and Fortuna, and 893 in Garberville.
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We ask for80 little in return. 826-4805. Call now.

a

OPEN EVERY DAY

rere

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
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Fri

Sun - Thurs:
noon to 11 em:
& Sat: noon to 1 am

¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «
D£2°-££26

FOR

KEOERVATIONS

